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ADVANCED STYLE

By Ari Seth Cohen
Introduction by Maira Kalman
Contribution by Dita Von Teese

Advanced Style is Ari Seth Cohen’s blog-based ode to the confidence, beauty, and fashion that can only be achieved through the experience of a life lived glamorously. It is a collection of street fashion unlike any seen before focused on the over-60 set in the world’s most stylish locales. The (mostly) ladies of Advanced Style are enjoying their later years with grace and panache, marching to the beat of their own drummer. These timeless images and words of wisdom provide fashion inspiration for all ages and prove that age is nothing but a state of mind.

Ari Seth Cohen started his blog inspired by his own grandmother’s unique personal style and his lifelong interest in the put-together fashion of vibrant seniors. Each of his subjects sparkles like a diamond after long years spent refining and perfecting their individual look and approach to life. The Advanced Style book will showcase, in luscious full-color, the best of the blog, but will also act as a true guidebook with all-new material featuring the full wardrobes, interviews, stories, and advice of a cadre of his most chic subjects, along with a large selection of never-before-seen photography fresh off of sidewalk catwalks around the world.


Maira Kalman is an author and illustrator of over a dozen children’s books. Additionally, her two yearlong, illustrated columns for The New York Times online have been published as the books The Principles of Uncertainty (Penguin, 2007), and And the Pursuit of Happiness (Penguin, 2010). In 2011 a retrospective of her work was mounted at the Jewish Museum in NYC. She is represented by the Julie Saul Gallery, and lives and works in New York City.

Dita Von Teese is a world-famous burlesque artist and lingerie model. Best known for her Cocktail Glass show in which she performs an old fashioned striptease that culminates with her bathing herself in an oversized champagne or martini glass. This “Burlesque Superheroine” (Vanity Fair) is credited by many for sparking a revival of traditional burlesque, and has appeared in a number of films, music videos, and television shows. Von Teese has released DVDs of her own performances and is the author of Dita: Stripteese (It Books, 2009).
I was ready to be a media star when I was a kid back then, he was yet to grow into Stan “The Man” Lee, the spokesperson people didn’t particularly love. But even though he was using the “Stan Lee” moniker back then to make Timely look like a well-staffed operation, his first writing gig was a text piece for an issue of a comic book industry whose chutzpah sometimes eclipses his earlier struggles in the unforgiving comics world of the 1950s. Stanley Lieber started working as an assistant editor on Timely, the comic book industry whose editors were usually former radio announcers. He had to pick up the comic book script two issues later and, six issues from that, the editor position fell into his lap after Simon and Kirby left Timely.
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LEAPING TALL BUILDINGS
The Origins of American Comics

Photographs by Seth Kushner
Text and interviews by Christopher Irving

Some are mild mannered geeks, others mad geniuses or street-smart city dwellers driven to action. These are the men and women behind the masks and tights of America’s most beloved superheroes. But these aren’t the stories of the heroes’ hidden alter egos or secret identities...these are the stories of their creators! Leaping Tall Buildings: The Origins of American Comics gives you the truth about the history of the American comic book—straight from the revolutionary artists and writers behind them.

From the founders of the popular comics website Graphic NYC—writer Christopher Irving and photographer Seth Kushner—comes the firsthand accounts of the comic book’s story, from its birth in the late 1930s to its current renaissance on movie screens and digital readers everywhere. Kushner’s evocative photography captures the subjects that Irving profiles in a hard-hitting narrative style derived from personal interviews with the legends of the art, all of which is accompanied by examples of their work in the form of original art, sketches, and final panels and covers. The creators profiled include Captain America creator Joe Simon, Marvel guru Stan Lee, Mad magazine’s fold-out artist Al Jaffe, visionary illustrator Neal Adams (Batman), underground paragon Art Spiegelman (Maus), X-Men writer Chris Claremont, artist/writer/director Frank Miller (Sin City, 300), comic analyst Scott McCloud (Understanding Comics), American Splendor’s Harvey Pekar, painter Alex Ross (Kingdom Come), multitalented artist and designer Chris Ware (Acme Novelty Library), artist Jill Thompson (Sandman), and more.

Leaping Tall Buildings, like comics themselves, uses both words and images to tell the true story of the comic’s birth and evolution in America. It is a comprehensive look at the medium unlike any other ever compiled covering high and low art, mass market work and niche innovations. It is the story of an art form and an insider’s look at the creative process of the artists who bring our heroes to life.

Christopher Irving is a pop culture journalist who has written four prior books on the history of comics, as well as dozens of articles. Irving also served as Associate Editor on the multiple-Eisner-Award-winning Comic Book Artist magazine. Irving’s work on Graphic NYC with Seth Kushner has been featured in multiple mainstream media outlets, including Italy’s La Repubblica. Irving currently resides in Brooklyn, New York.

Seth Kushner is an environmental portrait photographer fascinated by all types of people. His work has appeared in The New York Times Magazine, Time, Newsweek, Businessweek, L’Uomo Vogue, The New Yorker, and others. Kushner was chosen by Photo District News magazine as one of their “30 Under 30” several years ago and is twice-winner of their Photo Annual Competition. The New York Times declared Kushner’s first book, The Brooklyrites (powerHouse Books, 2007), a “terrific coffee table book.” Currently, Seth is working on his web series CulturePOP Photocomix, mixing his photography with a comic book-type format on ACT-I-VATE.com. Seth resides in his hometown of Brooklyn, New York with his wife, son, and way too many cameras and comics.
13.
THE GUTHRIES’ APARTMENT
3520 Mermaid Avenue, Apt. #18
Coney Island, Brooklyn
Tel: Espanola 2-8847

NOVEMBER 1943–DECEMBER 1950

Although the house in which they lived no longer stands (a senior citizen’s home now takes its place), Woody moved to the first floor rear apartment at this location with Marjorie and their young daughter Cathy Ann in November 1943. Their children Arlo, Joady, and Nora were all born here.

This location has become the most well-known of all Woody’s NYC residences due to Billy Bragg and Wilco’s popular recordings, Mermaid Avenue, Holmestown 8. And perhaps also because Woody lived here for such an extraordinary amount of time—seven years!

Their one-room, $35-a-month apartment was a few short blocks away from Marjorie’s parents, Isadore and Alta Greenblatt. With his in-laws now helping out with some financial support, chilidcare, and Jewish dinners of blintzes, latkes, and sweet and sour meatballs, Mermaid Avenue provided Woody with a stable home base in which his creativity blossomed. While Marjorie earned the significant portion of the family’s income, teaching dance classes and touring with the Martha Graham Dance Company, Woody spent most of his days at home with the kids, playing with them on the beach, taking long walks along the boardwalk to Nathan’s fer hiddings, and generating an incredible number of songs, poems, essays, stories, and drawings. Marjorie would later joke, “I think Coney Island reminded him of his Coast Guard roots; this huge expansive view of sand!”

Not surprisingly, the songs Woody wrote here reflect the broad range of influences, ideas, and experiences of his life in Coney Island. They include serious songs like Deserts, 1913 Massacre, The Blinding of Isaac Woodward, Heaven, Talking Miner, and The Saccos & Vanzetti song cycle; humorous songs born out of his experiences of being a stay-at-home dad, such as Honky Jo, Riding In My Car, Bling Bling, Put Your Finger In The Air and Hoo-doo Voodoo; and songs inspired by the sights, sounds, and smells all around him, like Mermaid’s Avenue, Joe DiMaggio Done It Again, Ninety Nine Mile Wind, and My Rolling Ocean. Many of these songs were recorded by Moses Asch and released on the following record label albums: Struggle, Songs To Grow On, and Work Songs To Grow On among them.

7.
ALMANAC HOUSE—#2
130 West 10th Street
Greene Village, Manhattan
Tel: Chelsea 3-7630

OCTOBER 1941–JANUARY 1942

This three-story row house at 130 West 10th Street, located next door to Squad 18’s firehouse, was the second home to the Almanac Singers, a loose collective of musicians living, composing, and performing together. The ever-changing members of the group usually included: Pete Seeger, Bessie Larson, Lee Hays, Gordon Friesen, Agnes “Sis” Cunningham, Mildred Lampert, Cisco Houston, and Woody Guthrie. Woody’s bedroom was on the second floor.

1941 was an exciting time for the Almanacs. Folk music was the buzz in NYC, and they were getting up to 8 bookings per day. Almanac Home was a beehive of non-stop activity: blues musicians Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee were temporary residents; Joe Hill’s “Red” Girl and WW activist Elizabeth Gurley Flynn brought Hill’s private papers to the Almanacs to read and study; trade union organizer Mother Bloor provided fresh fruits and vegetables from her garden; and Nicholas Ray (years later to direct Rebel Without A Cause starring James Dean) was among the boarders and visitors.

Always behind on rent, the Almanac Singers held regular Sunday afternoon get-togethers. They coined the term “hootenanny,” and performed their songs in the basement to help pay the bills.

Following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7th, the US quickly entered WW II. The Almanac Singers and Woody Guthrie’s songs now took on a new tone patriotism and anti-fascism. Round and Round Hitler’s Grave and Talking Hitler’s Head Off Blues were favorites of the group. Woody’s own Sinking of the Reuben James memorialized the 115 sailors who died on the US Navy ship lost on October 31, 1941. Ship in the Sky told of children’s pride in their parents’ wartime jobs...

And a new slogan appeared, painted in broad brush strokes on Woody’s guitar: “This Machine Kills Fascists.”

Historically, the Almanac Singers are credited with being among the first successful folk music groups, bringing folk music to mainstream audiences. Two of the original members, Pete Seeger and Lee Hayes, went on to form The Weavers. In the 1950s, with Billboard chart hits like “Tzena, Tzena” and Lead Belly’s “Teme Goodnight,” they became the template for the next generation of folk groups to lead the popular folk revival of the 1960s. Peter, Paul and Mary, The Kingston Trio, and The New Lost City Ramblers were all introduced to Woody Guthrie’s songs through the legacies of The Almanac Singers and The Weavers.
NYC HISTORY/FOLK MUSIC/FASCIST KILLING BOOKS

Paperback with flaps, 5 x 8 inches, 96 pages, over 100 four-color images, artifacts, drawings, and other Woody ephemera

ISBN 978-1-57687-595-7 $16.95 / Cnd $18.95

By Nora Guthrie and the Woody Guthrie Archives

MY NAME IS NEW YORK: Ramblin’ Around Woody Guthrie’s Town

By Nora Guthrie

Dust bowl troubadour Woody Guthrie first arrived in New York City on February 16, 1940. Although he continued to ramble, for 27 years—from 1940 until his death in 1967—New York was the city he called home and always returned to.

For the first time, this wonderful New York story comes to life with historical photos, documents, and previously unpublished lyrics from the Woody Guthrie Archives. Highlighting 19 significant locations, this little guide provides an expansive yet intimate portrait of Woody Guthrie’s NYC life. We invite you to walk the streets, ride the buses and subways, or sit down and relax on some of the stoops, park benches, or beaches where Woody Guthrie did—always strumming away on his guitar, always working on a new song.

Many of Woody’s most popular songs were written in apartments, lofts, and other locations around “New York Town.” That song, along with “Jesus Christ,” “Vigilante Man,” “Hard Travelin’,” “Tom Joad,” “Reuben James,” “All You Fascists Bound to Lose,” and “1913 Massacre,” are among the more than 600 he composed in The Big Apple. Most surprisingly, his iconic “This Land Is Your Land,” was written at a small rooming house on 43rd Street and Sixth Avenue, on February 23, 1940 within a few days of his arrival. With new friends Pete Seeger, Lead Belly, Sonny Terry, and Brownie McGhee and the Almanac Singers he was at the center of a new movement—introducing and popularizing rural, roots, topical, and protest music to modern, urban audiences.

Nora Guthrie, Woody Guthrie’s daughter, is the Director of the Guthrie Archives and Woody Guthrie Publications, Inc. She develops projects that bring Woody Guthrie’s vast cultural and, often unknown, creative legacy to the public. She was executive producer of the Billy Bragg/Wilco Grammy-nominated recordings “Mermaid Avenue” and “Mermaid Avenue Vol. II.” She co-produced the first Rock n Roll Hall of Fame Guthrie tribute in Cleveland, with performer Bruce Springsteen among others, and curated the first major exhibition on Guthrie for the Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition Service which toured at major museums throughout the country. She was a contributor to the books Woody Guthrie Artworks (Rizzoli, 2005), and Kathy Jakobsons’ This Land Is Your Land (Little, Brown & Co, 1998). She has a number of musical projects in the works, including new recordings with Jay Farrar Band, and bassist Rob Wasserman.
MEGADETH
Another Time, A Different Place

By Bill Hale
Foreword by Dave Mustaine

Megadeth: Another Time, A Different Place gives the audience a front-row seat into the early days and meteoric rise of this young band who would become one of the most influential groups of all time and, with Anthrax, Slayer, and Metallica, consistently touted among the best “thrash metal” bands ever to cross the stage. This is the first Megadeth photography book and only the second book documenting their rise to rock glory, including rare, never-before-seen photographs representing a small but crucial period of time in their career. Hale’s photographs, from intimate backstage photographs to screaming, kinetic live shots, are the images of a young band prepared to take on the world.

“The ‘work’ that you hold in your hands now is the work of a friend, who is also a ‘photo-grrrrrr-apher,’ and who has captured the very essence of my career: hungry, gritty, hard, cold, impersonal, personal, and very personal. Also, the sensitive unseen side of me, which was somewhat of an anomaly with the public and left me an enigma to my peers.”
—Dave Mustaine from the Foreword

Bill Hale started photographing rock and roll bands in 1979 at the age of 18. In the 80s, Bill was the Chief Photographer for Metal Rendezvous International Magazine. While on staff he was able to shoot many of the top bands of the day including Deep Purple, Black Sabbath, Riot, and UFO. Bill was fortunate enough to photograph many legends on their last tours of the states, Phil Lynott (Thin Lizzy), Bon Scott (AC/DC), Freddie Mercury (Queen), and Rory Gallagher, to name a few. He also photographed Metallica and published his work on them in a book called Metallica: The Club Dayz 1982-1984 (ECW Press, 2009). Bill now lives in Hawaii and still works with rock-and-rollers.
In all honesty, if I met my match I’d be terrified.

In the end it will be the eccentric people that will make the world worth saving.

In the words of the great Edith Bouvier Beale, “Try, really try.”

Many people reward themselves with a party, I reward myself with solitude.

If I could love, I would love you all. Xox

What’s the point in starting something if you think one day you might give up?

Oh God, I’ve betrayed my false ending.

People say I’m always posing. But the fact is: I like standing still.
SUSIE SAYS

By Gina Garan
Texts by Justin Vivian Bond

Consummate doll collector and wildly successful author of This Is Blythe (Chronicle Books, 2000) Gina Garan rediscovers the chic and unsettling allure of doe-eyed “Susie Sad Eyes,” that triste, young, and neglected 70s fashion doll.

Susie Says features over 60 photographs of Susie on an ubër-fashionable American tour in a range of styles and looks, from cobbled together and handmade, to vintage and found—with over a dozen uniquely customized Susies. Not enough for you doll lovers?! In Susie Says, sad, little Susie discovers her voice and breaks her silence. Each of Gina's photographs are accompanied by Susie’s thoughts, the inspiring and hilarious bon mots of International superstar performer, Justin Vivian Bond (of Kiki and Herb).

“Gina Garan is a new master in a world where dolls rule. Her hypnotic photography, exotic locations, and styling seduce the eyes to orgasmic highs.”
—David LaChappelle

DOLL COLLECTING/HUMOR/FASHION

Hardcover, 7 x 7 inches, 128 pages, 60 full-color photographs
ISBN 978-1-57687-599-5       $19.95 / Cnd $22.95

In 2000, Gina Garan authored This Is Blythe, the seminal book of and about the legendary fashion doll Blythe. Since then it has sold over 50,000 copies, spawning a worldwide renaissance for the doll and introducing Garan to the world. Garan has since published numerous other books of her work, including Blythe Style (Chronicle, 2005), Blythe Moment (2006) and Blythe Rhapsody (2007). Her photos have been displayed in solo shows in Tokyo, London, Melbourne, Seoul, Los Angeles, New York, and Santa Fe, and in numerous group shows. Ms. Garan has also collaborated on the design and production of several new dolls, including ginagirls, sold mainly in Japan, and Bendel's Girls, available exclusively at New York department store Henri Bendel. Ms. Garan lives in New York City.

A singer, songwriter, Tony-nominated performer, and painter, Justin Vivian Bond is widely known for known for his witty, arch sense of humor with thousands of avid twitter followers. Bond has been writing, starring in and producing theatrical, cabaret, and art events internationally for 20 years. Bond's first book, Tango: My Childhood Backwards and in High Heels will be published by The Feminist Press in September of 2011.
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“Derek died in a car wreck…”

My teenage dream ended one night when I was seven months pregnant. All it took was a phone call. One phone call, and my dream was gone forever.

It was my friend Katie calling, in the wee hours of the morning, the ringing of the phone waking me from an uncomfortable sleep. I couldn’t reach the phone before the ringing stopped. So I dragged myself and my big pregnant belly out of bed and called her back.

She didn’t say hello. She just said, “Derek died in a car wreck early this morning.”

I don’t remember anything else about the conversation, what I said, what she said. I only remember that one sentence. I can still hear her saying it, even now, all these years later.

Derek, the father of the little girl I was carrying inside me. Derek, my first and only true love. Derek, whom I hadn’t spoken to in months, but whom I crazily still hoped to spend my life with—me, him, and our baby making a family together. It’s every teenage girl’s dream, isn’t it? You meet someone, you fall in love, you have a family.

But now Derek was dead. My hope for that perfect ending had been destroyed.

How was I going to raise my daughter on my own?

I was alone. And nothing would ever be the same.
by Farrah Abraham

At sixteen, she had everything a young girl could want: popularity, beauty, a spot on the cheerleading squad, and her first true love. Then, cruelly, without warning, everything changed.

Fans of MTV’s critically acclaimed hit documentary series Teen Mom have followed Farrah Abraham’s tumultuous life as a single teen mother. Her fiery, relentless spirit, and her unwavering commitment to getting the best out of life for herself and her daughter Sophia in spite of all the drama constantly surrounding her have made her a beloved star and media sensation. Now, in this remarkably candid, at times heartbreaking, utterly unflinching memoir, Farrah takes readers into the life that hasn’t been seen on television.
JESSE JAMES

It was while purchasing some supplies that Jesse James one day met Phoebe Arnold and Jeremy Taylor. The meeting was pleasant yet unpleasant, but it is most important for it taught Jesse that not all snakes, like the rattler, give warning before they strike.

Oh...I'm sorry...

You clumsy peasant!

Why don't you look where you're going? Get that trash out of my way.

Just a minute, there! We don't kick women around in these parts.

You're dressed up like a real dude, but it seems your nursemaid forgot to put your manners on you today.
GOLDEN AGEPs WESTERN COMICS

Edited by Steven Brower

The Wild West has been romanticized in American culture ever since the dime novels capturing the exploits of Jesse James were produced in the years directly following the Civil War, and the Western genre continues to enthral audiences to this day. The stories of frontiersmen, outlaws, cowboys, Indians, prospectors, and marksmen surviving the harshest of environments through wit, skill, and determination, or meeting their end by bullet, noose, or exposure speak to what it means to be American and play an essential part in how we define ourselves as a nation. These mythic stories have been captured and created in almost every popular mass medium of the past century and beyond from tabloids to novels, radio plays, television shows, and movies.

Now, powerHouse Books is pleased to present a collection of these uniquely American stories as told through a uniquely American medium—the comic book! Golden Age Western Comics lovingly reproduces in full-color, restored, complete scans of over 40 of the best Western stories created between the years 1948 and 1956. These lavishly illustrated stories of guts and glory, violence and valor, intrigue, romance, and betrayal, on the range and in lawless frontier towns, were created by some of the best artists and writers of the era. The action flies off the page in stories such as “The Tragedy at Massacre Pass,” and “Breakout in rondo Prison,” from the greatest earliest publishing houses, including: Fawcett, Charlton, Avon, Youthful, and more. Golden Age Western Comics is a collection unlike any other and is sure to delight fans of rootin-tootin, gun-toting, adventure of all ages!

Notes

Featuring Western Legends of Life, Literature, and Filmdom such as:

- Wild Bill Hickok
- Jesse James
- Annie Oakley
- Davy Crockett
- Daniel “Dan’l” Boone
- Tex Ritter
- Gene Autry
- Lash Larue
- Gabby Hayes
- Tom Mix
- And Many More!

Steven Brower is an award winning graphic designer and writer. During his tenure as creative director, Print magazine garnered two National Magazine Awards for General Excellence. He has been an art director at The New York Times and The Nation, and his work is in the permanent collection of the Smithsonian Institute. He has designed and co-authored many books including Woody Guthrie Artworks (Rizzoli, 2005), Satchmo: The Wonderful Art and World of Louis Armstrong (Abrams, 2009), and, most recently, From Shadow to Light: The Life and Art of Mort Meskin (Fantagraphics, 2010), and Breathless Homicidal Slime Mutants: The Art of the Paperback (Universe, 2010). He is on the faculty of Marywood University, Monmouth University, and SVA.
By M. Shawn Crahan

M. Shawn Crahan, better known as Clown, is the percussionist and founding member of the Grammy Award winning hard rock band, Slipknot. Crahan is also the art director for Slipknot and directed their DVDs, Disasterpieces, Voliminal: Inside The Nine, Of The (sic), and (sic)nesses: Live at Download. He has been the creative vision behind the band since their inception.

Outside of Slipknot, Crahan has had a few other projects of note, To My Surprise who released one album (executive produced by Rick Rubin) on Roadrunner Records in 2004, as well as the alternative group, Dirty Little Rabbits. Crahan produced, played drums, and wrote in both groups. In 2009, The Dirty Little Rabbits released the EP, Simon, on The End Records, which was followed by their self-titled full length in 2010. Recently, Crahan has been focusing his musical energy on his newest band, The Black Dots of Death. In this latest band Crahan can once again be found behind the drum kit in addition to writing, recording, and producing the band whose debut album, Ever Since We Were Children, hit stores in the spring of 2011.

In addition to producing his own work Crahan has also worked as a producer for several bands including Gizmachi and Dirtfedd as well as serving as an executive producer to bands such as Mudvayne. Crahan has also remixed several songs for artists including; Marilyn Manson, Coheed and Cambria, Mindless Self Indulgence, and Suicide Silence among others.

Away from music, Shawn is very passionate about photography and film. In recent years he has taken to directing Slipknot’s videos, co-directing all four videos for their latest record, 2008’s All Hope Is Gone. Crahan had his first gallery showing in Iowa in 2010, displaying a number of paintings, photographs, and other works of art. He’s been a featured, speaker, performer, and panelist at seminars throughout the country, including South by Southwest.

Crahan currently lives in Des Moines, Iowa with his wife of 18 years and four children.
PHOTOJOURNALISM/SOCIAL SCIENCE/Crime
Hardcover, 8 x 10 inches, 144 pages, over 100 duotone photographs
ISBN 978-1-57687-601-5 $30.00 / Can $34.00

Stephen Dupont is an Australian photographer and filmmaker who primarily photographs fragile cultures and marginalized peoples. Recipient of the 2007 W. Eugene Smith Grant for Humanistic Photography and the 2010 Gardner Fellowship at Harvard’s Peabody Museum for his work on Papua New Guinea, his photographs and handmade artist books are in the Collections of The Library Of Congress, The New York Public Library, and the National Gallery of Australia, among others. He is a member of the New York-based agency Contact Press Images and lives with his family in Sydney, Australia.

Ben Bohane is an Australian photojournalist, television producer, and author. For more than 20 years he has covered religion and war throughout the Asia-Pacific region. He has worked for many of the world’s major media outlets including Vanity Fair, Time, French GEO, and a variety of Australian publications and broadcasters. Since 1994 he has specialized in the Pacific Islands, documenting Kastom, cargo cults, and other religious movements in Melanesia.

RASKOLS:
The Gangs of Indonesia

By Stephen Dupont
Essay by Ben Bohane

Papua New Guinea: A land of striking beauty, mountain ranges, lush rainforests, and some of the most spectacular coastlines on earth. A land with over eight hundred unique tribes and languages. A land where crime has gotten so out of control, personal security services are the country’s largest growth industry.

Papua New Guinea’s capital, Port Moresby, is regularly ranked among the world’s five worst cities to live in by The Economist magazine. In 2004, when the photographs in Raskols were taken, the same survey ranked Port Moresby the worst city in the world. This fenced-up, razor-wired, lawless metropolis is infamous for its criminal gangs known as raskols (the indigenous Tok Pisin word for criminals). Throughout Port Moresby, dense urban settlements and a general lack of law and order have led to intertribal warfare and a seemingly endless stream of kidnappings, gang rape, carjackings, and vicious murders. That’s all in addition to soaring HIV rates and massive unemployment. Port Moresby is not a welcoming and hospitable environment and it is rarely penetrated and survived by outsiders.

However, photographer Stephen Dupont is of a rare breed. He infiltrated a raskol community and documented the rough and ruthless individuals involved in Papua New Guinea’s gang life. Raskols presents formal portraits of the Kips Kaboni (Scar Devils), Papua New Guinea’s longest established criminal gang. Dupont set up a makeshift studio inside the Kips Kaboni safe house where he photographed his subjects and their unique handmade weapons and firearms. These mostly young, unemployed adults and teenagers orchestrate raids, carjackings, and robberies as a means of survival.

The gangs control the streets. Despite the crime and violence they have unleashed on their city, some view them as modern-day Robin Hoods. With a corrupt government and police force, every day in Port Moresby is survival of the fittest. Many of these raskols initially turned to crime, violence, and anarchy in a bid to protect and provide for themselves and their communities.
**Surfers’ Blood**

By Patrick Trefz

Introduction by Joel Patterson

Essay by Margaret Cohen

*Surfers’ Blood*, the latest monograph from award-winning surf photographer and filmmaker Patrick Trefz, is a survey of decades spent photographing the lifestyles and bloodlines of surf culture across the globe. *Surfers’ Blood* captures all the diverse elements that make surfing so gripping and that helped it maintain its vitality in the popular consciousness for generations. A beautiful collection of oceanscapes, portraits, and action shots, Trefz captures the most intense, glamorous, and frightening aspects of surfing along with moments of beauty, stillness, and serenity. The book juxtaposes world champions and unsung local heroes, monster waves and gentle rollers.

Surfing is all about mankind’s intimate connection with the badass energy and beauty of nature. It is a deep bond, and for many surfing is a lifelong devotion and a spiritual outlet—a personal experience far removed from its much-hyped and commercialized public persona. Surfing is deeper than magazines and Hollywood depictions would lead us to believe...much deeper. For most surfers, surfing is in their blood and it connects them to an extended family that is linked through practice, tradition, craft, emulation, apprenticeship, and shared experience. *Surfers’ Blood* reaches out to those hardcore, dyed-in-the-wool surfers through an honest and beautiful portrayal of their sport and its surrounding culture, while at the same time offering outsiders a peek into the intense undiluted world of surf.

---

**Patrick Trefz** grew up in the industrial city of Dusseldorf, Germany. Patrick is an award winning art, documentary, and action photographer and filmmaker. He has worked internationally with publications including *Surfer, Big, Geo,* and *The New York Times,* and is the author of *Santa Cruz: Visions of Surf City* (SolidPublishing, 2002) and *Thread* (powerHouse, 2009). He has also directed multiple music videos and shorts, as well as two feature-length documentary films, *Thread* (2007) and *Idiosyncrasies* (2010). Trefz lives and works in Santa Cruz, California.

**Margaret Cohen** grew up in New York City. She teaches in the Department of Comparative Literature at Stanford University and holds the Andrew B. Hammond Chair of French Language, Literature and Civilization. She is the author of multiple books, including *Profane Illumination* (University of California Press, 1995) and most recently, *The Novel and the Sea* (Princeton University Press, 2010). When she is not teaching or writing, she spends her time in and around Monterey Bay.

**Joel Patterson** grew up surfing and skateboarding in Newport Beach, California. In 1994, he was hired as an assistant editor at *Transworld Skateboarding* magazine where he worked for over six years, ultimately becoming its editor. In 2000, he became editor in chief at *Transworld Surf,* and spent the next seven years there. In 2008 he jumped ship and took the helm at *Surfer* magazine. Patterson now lives in Los Angeles and works as both *Surfer’s* editor-at-large and as a freelance writer when he’s not obsessing with Malibu’s First Point.
JOHN WAYNE: THE LEGEND AND THE MAN
An Exclusive Look Inside Duke’s Archive

By the estate of John Wayne; Essay by Patricia Bosworth
With text by Ron Howard, Martin Scorsese, and the family of John Wayne; Remembrance by Ronald Reagan

SCANWICHES

By Jon Chonko

CULINARY ARTS/FOOD PORN/SANDWICH STUDIES
Hardcover, 7.75 x 6.5 inches, 152 pages, over 125 full-color photographs
ISBN 978-1-57687-589-6 $19.95 / Cnd $22.95

DOWN IN THE HOLE: The unWired World of H.B. Ogden

By Joy DeLyria and Sean Michael Robinson

HUMOR/SATIRE/TELEVISION
Hardcover, 6 x 8.5 inches, 120 pages, 12 half-tone illustrations
ISBN 978-1-57687-602-2 $19.95 / Cnd $22.95

LIVE...SUBURBIA!

By Anthony Pappalardo and Max G. Morton

AMERICANA/YOUTH CULTURE/SUBURBAN CULTURE
Paperback w/flaps, 8 x 9.5 inches, 240 pages, over 300 full-color and black-and-white photographs
ISBN 978-1-57687-580-3 $24.95 / Cnd $27.95
VIVIAN MAIER: Street Photographer
Photographs by Vivian Maier
Edited by John Maloof
Text by Geoff Dyer

GARY COOPER: Enduring Style
Edited by Maria Cooper Janis
Text by G. Bruce Boyer
Foreword by Ralph Lauren,
Design by Ruth Ansel

MEN’S STYLE/CINEMA
Hardcover with slipcase, 7.5 x 10 inches, 200 pages, over 150 full-color
and black-and-white photographs
ISBN 978-1-57687-586-5 $60.00 / Cnd $68.00

50s-60s NEW YORK/CHICAGO/OUTSIDER ART
Hardcover, 10.125 x 11.125 inches, 136 pages, over 100 duotone photographs
ISBN 978-1-57687-577-3 $39.95 / Cnd $46.00

IDOLS
Photographs by Gilles Larrain
Foreword by Ryan McGinley

Edited by Beatriz and Hilton Ariel Ruiz
Introduction by Carlo McCormick

50s-60s NEW YORK/CHICAGO/OUTSIDER ART
Hardcover, 10.125 x 11.125 inches, 136 pages, over 100 duotone photographs
ISBN 978-1-57687-578-0 $29.95 / Cnd $35.00

IDOLS are revolutionary images from a revolutionary artist whose
work defined a generation. And whose photographs will continue to do so for
generations to come.

Born in Da Lat, Vietnam in 1938, Gilles Larrain began an atypical life that would see him living in Vietnam,
Chile, Argentina, Canada, France, and America, all before the age of 16. He would have to learn many languages
and integrate each new world, so it is not surprising that expression, communication, and curiosity became
the framework for Larrain’s life pursuit, the making of art. From architecture, to painting, sculpture, creating happenings
in New York City’s fabulous 60s, and photography, Gilles Larrain learned the languages of his craft (in part by
attending l’École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts, Paris and MIT) as he had those of his ever-changing
environments growing up.

With Idols, there is the same sense of searching and reaching out—without judgment or coddling, but with complete openness—toward others. Larrain set a stage for people to come and be themselves, and then some. Beauty and panache, love and lust, dance and joy met ridicule and fear, horror and hate, and the extremes of debauchery to play out the eternal exchange that is humanity in all its wondrous vulnerability.

Gilles Larrain has since worked with the same care and curiosity on other subjects including the world of Flamenco, American Ballet Theatre, Mikhail Baryshnikov, Salvador Dali, Miles Davis, Sting, Billy Joel, landscapes, city gardens and streets, Roberto Rosellini, Norman Mailer, and many, many more.

~ Olivia Larrain

I moved to New York City because of people like this. I wanted to be around the art crowd and the weirdos and the freaks...and here was a full-on book of them. I was like, where do I sign up? I wanted in.”

—Ryan McGinley, from the Foreword
ART

50 PHOTOGRAPHS
BY JESSICA LANGE INTRODUCTION BY PATRICK SMITH
"THESE DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHS SHOW THAT LANGE IS FULL OF SKILL AND EMOTION ON BOTH SIDES OF THE CAMERA."—APERTURE
PHOTOGRAPHY CLOTHBOUND, 10.75 X 14.25 INCHES, 112 PAGES, 50 PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-483-0 $60.00 (CAN $66.00)

BLACK LIGHT PHOTOGRAPHS
BY KEVIN WILEY
TEXTS BY BRIAN KEITH JACKSON AND KRISTA A. THOMPSON
"THESE PHOTOGRAPHS AGAINST VAX FLOOR BACKDROPS ARE A UNIQUE TAKE ON THE OLD STYLE OF PORTRAITURE THAT WILEY HAS MADE MODERN AND ALL HIS OWN. SO POWERFUL...THE VILLAGE VOICE
PORTRAITS/PHOTOGRAPHY/ART
CLOTHBOUND, 10.25 X 11.75 INCHES, 56 PAGES, 20 FOUR-COLOR IMAGES
ISBN 978-1-57687-486-8 $75.00 (CAN $80.00)

HITLER MOVES EAST: A Graphic Chronicle
BY DAVID LEVITAN AND GARRY TRUDEAU
"THE SEPARATED PHOTOGRAPHS HAVE A PECULIAR POWER. WE KNOW THEY'RE FAR FROM REAL, BUT WHEN THEY COME TO WARS, DECEPTION AND CONFUSION STILL RULE."—VINCE ALTARI, THE NEW YORKER
ART/WORLD WAR II
HARDCOVER, 8.75 X 11.25 INCHES, 96 PAGES, 66 BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-485-1 $39.95 (CAN $42.95)

HEAD TO HAND
BY KATHY TYSSEN
PUBLISHED BY THEA WESTREICH AND ETHAN WAGNER
"ONE OF THE TRENDY PACE 2002"
ART PAPERBACK, 9.25 X 11.75 INCHES, 252 PAGES, 252 FOUR-COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
ISBN 978-0-9726099-0-9 $60.00 (CAN $55.50)

COLIN DE LAND, AMERICAN FINE ARTS
BY DENNIS BAKE
ART/80'S ART SCENE
HARDCOVER, 8.2 X 10.75 INCHES, 256 PAGES, 325 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-527-7 $45.00 (CAN $48.00)

HOW TO TOUCH WHAT
AN ARTIST'S BOOK BY EVE SOKNEMAN AND LAWRENCE WEINER
"WEINER'S EXCHANGE WITH SOKNEMAN ARE SHARP AND OBQUE, AND EACH HOMES THE OTHER'S IMAGERY..."—ART ON PAPER
ART/PAINTING/ADULT KID'S BOOKS
HARDCOVER, 6.25 X 9.25 INCHES, 56 PAGES, 54 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-528-4 $26.00 (CAN $28.95)

HELD: War in Afghanistan and Iraq
BY DAVID LEVITAN TEXT EDITED BY DAVID STANFORD
"ONE OF THE MOST GRIPPING VOLUME'S ON THE WAR ON TERROR THAT YOU'LL EVER FIND..."—PICTURE MAGAZINE
PHOTOGRAPHY/ART/CURRENT EVENTS
HARDCOVER, 8.75 X 11.25 INCHES, 96 PAGES, 70 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-488-2 $29.95 (CAN $32.00)

THE IMAGINARY PORTRAITS OF GEORGE CONDO
ESSAY BY ALFRED MILLER
"WISHING THE WORLD YOU SEE THE DISRUPTIVE ARTIST ON A GOOD DAY."—WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS
ART
CLOTHBOUND, 10.25 X 13.25 INCHES, 152 PAGES, 526 FOUR-COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
ISBN 978-1-57687-527-7 $39.95 (CAN $42.95)

FAITH, HOPE AND LOVE
ARTWORK BY EDOARDO POWELL JONES ESSAY BY MARK HOLDEN
"THERE ARE POCKETS IN THE MIND, THOUGH THAT WE MAKE US CRY ALOUD."—EDWARD POWELL JONES
ART/PHOTOGRAPHY
CLOTHBOUND, 9.6 X 12.7 INCHES, 128 PAGES, 80 FOUR-COLOR PLATES
ISBN 978-1-57687-527-7 $40.00 (CAN $42.95)

LSTM: A Romantic Vision
BY JEREMIAH GOODMAN INTRODUCTION BY EDWARD ALBEE DESIGNED BY SAM SHAHAD
"LIKE HIS PAINTINGS, JEREMIAH GOODMAN HAS FROM A MORE ELEGANT ERA,..."—THE NEW YORK TIMES
INTERIOR DESIGN/ART/OPULANCE
CLOTHBOUND, 11.4 X 14.5 INCHES, 208 PAGES, 54 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS AND 83 FOUR-COLOR DRAWINGS
ISBN 978-1-57687-529-8 $29.95 (CAN $32.00)

JEREMIAH: A Romantic Vision
BY JEREMIAH GOODMAN INTRODUCTION BY EDWARD ALBEE DESIGNED BY SAM SHAHAD
"LIKE HIS PAINTINGS, JEREMIAH GOODMAN HAILS FROM A MORE ELEGANT ERA,..."—THE NEW YORK TIMES
INTERIOR DESIGN/ART/OPULANCE
CLOTHBOUND, 11.45 X 14.5 INCHES, 208 PAGES, 54 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS AND 83 FOUR-COLOR DRAWINGS
ISBN 978-1-57687-529-8 $29.95 (CAN $32.00)

A FINE EXAMPLE OF ART
BY JOHN LUNIT
ESSAY BY GEORGE O'KEEFE, TEXTS BY STEVE BUCKMIRE, CARTER FOSTER, FLEA, JAMES NARES, AND STÉPHANE AUDIN
"...ONE OF MY ALL-TIME FAVORITE ARTISTS..."—STEVE BUCCINI
CONTEMPORARY ART/Painting/FUTURISTIC IMAGINATION
HARDCOVER, 13.25 X 9.75 INCHES, 268 PAGES, 85 FOUR-COLOR ARTWORKS
ISBN 978-1-57687-373-7 $45.00 (CAN $48.00)

LES FEMMES DU PARIS Photographic Essay By Robert Mapplethorpe
ESSAY BY PATRICK MERRIEN
PHOTOGRAPHY/CLOTHBOUND, 12.5 X 14.5 INCHES, 94 PAGES W/ GATEFOLDS, 37 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-495-2 $60.00 (CAN $64.00)

FLIGHT ATTENDANTS
PHOTOGRAPHS BY BRIAN FINKE, TEXTS BY ALIX BROWN AND ALISON NORDSTROM
"...A VIBRANT COLLECTION OF PHOTOGRAPHS DOCUMENTING THE LIVES OF THOSE WHO CHOOSE TO WORK AT FORTY THOUSAND FEET..."—THE NEW YORKER
PHOTOGRAPHY/SET STUDIES
HARDCOVER, 10.25 X 10.25 INCHES, 112 PAGES, 52 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-427-3 $35.00 (CAN $37.00)

FLUSH ATTENDANTS
PHOTOGRAPHS BY BRIAN FINKE, TEXTS BY ALIX BROWN AND ALISON NORDSTROM
"...A VIBRANT COLLECTION OF PHOTOGRAPHS DOCUMENTING THE LIVES OF THOSE WHO CHOOSE TO WORK AT FORTY THOUSAND FEET..."—THE NEW YORKER
PHOTOGRAPHY/SET STUDIES
HARDCOVER, 10.25 X 10.25 INCHES, 112 PAGES, 52 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-427-3 $35.00 (CAN $37.00)

GOOGLE: A Photographic History, 1872-2002
BY STANLEY B. BLUM, WITH ELIZABETH A. BLUM
"...THE GESHISH RETAIN AN INDESCRIBABLE ALLURE..."—PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY
WOMEN'S STUDIES/PHOTOGRAPHY/JAPANESE STUDIES
HARDCOVER, 10.25 X 13 INCHES, 80 PAGES, 50 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-516-2 $49.95 (CAN $54.00)

LIFE IS PARADISE: The Portraits of Francesco Clemente
ESSAY AND INTERVIEW BY VINCENT KATE
"NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENS, THIS BOOK WILL HAVE ITS HISTORICAL INTEREST."—THE NEW YORK TIMES ESSENCE REVIEW
ART/CELEBRITIES
HARDCOVER, 10.25 X 12.25 INCHES, 192 PAGES INCLUDING 3 MULTIPAGE GATEFOLDS, 94 FOUR-COLOR REPRODUCTIONS
ISBN 978-1-57687-552-2 $150.00 (CAN $160.00)

GRIM STREET PHOTOGRAPHS BY MARK COHEN
INTERVIEWED BY ANNE WILLES, TUCKER AND THOMAS SOLTMANN
TESTIMONIAL BY JOEL-PETER WITKIN
"...ITS IN YOUR FACE TAKE AND FRAGMENTARY RESULTS WERE JARRINGLY UNIQUE, AND MUCH INSPIRED..."—VINCE ALTARI, THE VILLAGE VOICE
PHOTOGRAPHY
CLOTHBOUND, 12 X 9.5 INCHES, 144 PAGES, 100 TRITONE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-330-7 $48.00 (CAN $51.00)

HEAD TO HAND
BY KATHY TYSSEN
PUBLISHED BY THEA WESTREICH AND ETHAN WAGNER
"ONE OF THE TRENDY PACE 2002"
ART PAPERBACK, 9.25 X 11.75 INCHES, 252 PAGES, 252 FOUR-COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
ISBN 978-0-9726099-0-9 $60.00 (CAN $55.50)
### CELEBRITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editors</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BUT THAT'S ANOTHER STORY: A Photographic Retrospective of Milton H. Greene</td>
<td>By AMP and Yoshie Greene</td>
<td>powerHouse Books</td>
<td>ISBN 978-0-8109-8128-4</td>
<td>$75.00/£45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELEBRITY DOGS: Photographs by Xamir Salva</td>
<td>Foreword by Bruce Weber</td>
<td>Art Direction by Sam Shaial</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-57867-309-0</td>
<td>$4.95/£3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDITH BOLIVER BEALE OF GREY GARDENS: A Life in Pictures</td>
<td>Foreword by Eva Marie Beale</td>
<td>powerHouse Books</td>
<td>ISBN 978-0-8109-8506-4</td>
<td>$79.00/£80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDINBURGH, PLAZA, CALIFORNIA: Photography</td>
<td>Foreword by Peter Beard</td>
<td>powerHouse Books</td>
<td>ISBN 978-0-8109-7369-2</td>
<td>$60.00/£64.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRY BENSON: Photographs</td>
<td>Foreword by John Loring</td>
<td>BACKLIST CELEBRITY</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-57867-232-2</td>
<td>$42.95/£28.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLLYWOOD SPLASH: Photographs by Veronique Vial</td>
<td>&quot;VIAL'S IMAGES TEND TOWARD THE DEEP...&quot; - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY</td>
<td>BACKLIST CELEBRITY</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-57867-583-5</td>
<td>$23.95/£22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCERTAINBEAUTY</td>
<td>Photographs by Roger Wiens</td>
<td>Introduction by William Norwicker</td>
<td>Text by Christopher Tracy</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-57867-344-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACKASS 10th Anniversary Photo Book</td>
<td>Edited by Sean Oliver</td>
<td>BACKLIST CELEBRITY</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-57867-665-1</td>
<td>$40.00/£48.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN F. KENNEDY JR.: A Life in Pictures</td>
<td>Edited by Vanessa Gershon and Perrie Henri Verlich</td>
<td>BACKLIST CELEBRITY</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-57867-950-2</td>
<td>$46.00/£51.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADONNA CONFESSIONS</td>
<td>By Guy Osery</td>
<td>BACKLIST CELEBRITY</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-57867-622-7</td>
<td>$43.35/£53.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADONNA STICKY AND SWEET</td>
<td>By Guy Osery</td>
<td>BACKLIST CELEBRITY</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-57867-582-8</td>
<td>$43.35/£53.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARIPOL'S PORTFOLIO: Photographs and Text by Maripol</td>
<td>Introduction by Glenn O'Brien, Video Production by Diego Cortez</td>
<td>Anna Sui, Afterword by Diego Cortez</td>
<td>&quot;MARIPOL'S PORTFOLIO REPRESENT AN INTIMATE AND GLAMOROUSLY BLURRY LOVE LETTER.&quot; - THE VILLAGE VOICE</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-57867-527-9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HUMANKIND
BY TOM BERMOND, CEO AND MARK TUTSEL, CCO, LEO SURRETT
MARKETING
HARDCOVER, 8 X 9.75 INCHES, 240 PAGES, FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS THROUGHOUT
ISBN 978-1-57687-868-0
$25.95 (C&D $30.00)

AFGHANISTAN DIARY 1992-2000
PHOTOGRAPHS AND TEXT BY EDWARD GHAZWA
"GHAZWA'S FINAL IMPRESSION—A HISTORY AND CULTURE WE ARE LEAVING—REMAINS A HAUNTING REMARK." CARLO MICOCCONI, SOFTCOVER
PHOTOGRAPHY/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES
HARDCOVER, 9.75 X 7.75 INCHES, 72 PAGES, 82 DUOTONE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-047-1
$29.95 (C&D $31.95)

LOVEMARKS: the future beyond bonds
BY KEVIN ROBERTS, CEO WORLDWIDE, SATCH & SATCHI
FOREWORD BY A.D. LAFAYE, CHAIRMAN, PROCTOR & GAMBLE
LOVEMARKS SHOWS HOW TO CONNECT WITH CONSUMERS WHERE THEY LIVE, CONFERENCING REGARDING THROUGH UNDERSTANDING, MYSTERY, SENSUALITY, INTIMACY, AND LOVE
BUSINESS/ADVERTISING THEORY, CONSUMER CULTURE
HARDCOVER, 8.75 X 7.75 INCHES, 192 PAGES, FOUR-COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS THROUGHOUT
$28.00 (C&D $29.95)
ISBN 978-1-57687-844-4 (EBOOK)
$27.90

AGING IN AMERICA: The Years Ahead
BY ED KASH ESSAYS AND INTERVIEWS BY JULIE WINKLER
FOREWORD BY DORIS ROBERTS
PREFACE BY DR. ROBERT BUTLER
2003 PICTURES OF THE YEAR INTERNATIONAL BEST PHOTOGRAPHY BOOK, JUDGES SPECIAL RECOGNITION
SOCIOLOGY/PHOTOGRAPHY/CURRENT EVENTS/AGING
HARDCOVER, 9.88 X 12.25 INCHES, 230 PAGES, 149 DUOTONE PHOTOGRAPHS
$45.00 (C&D $48.00)

LOVEMARKS: the Satchié & Satchié designers’ edition
BY KEVIN ROBERTS, CEO WORLDWIDE, SATCH & SATCHI
ART DIRECTION BY DEREK LOCKWOOD, WORLDWIDE DESIGN DIRECTOR, AND ROGER KENNEDY, DIRECTOR OF TYPOGRAPHY AND DESIGN, LONDON
WHEN YOUR ROBERTS TALK, HE MAKES YOU WANT TO BELIEVE—CHICAGO SUN TIMES
BUSINESS/ADVERTISING THEORY, CONSUMER CULTURE
HARDCOVER INCLUDING MULTIPLE GATEFOLDS, TRIP INS AND OVER-PRINTED STICKER, AND CD, 9.2 X 11 INCHES, 392 PAGES, FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS AND ILLUSTRATIONS THROUGHOUT
$76.00 (C&D $80.00)

THE LOVEMARKS EFFECT: Winning In the Consumer Revolution
BY KEVIN ROBERTS, CEO WORLDWIDE, SATCH & SATCHI
"...A CONSTANT SOURCE OF INSPIRATION, THROUGH HIS VISION, CLARITY OF PURPOSE, AND NATURAL, STRAIGHT-TALKING APPROACH."—TOM PETERS
BUSINESS/ADVERTISING THEORY, CONSUMER CULTURE
HARDCOVER, 8 X 9.75 INCHES, 256 PAGES, FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS AND ILLUSTRATIONS THROUGHOUT
$29.95 (C&D $32.00)

BARFLIES: Reyjavík
BY THE SNORRI BROS
TEXT BY JÓN KALDÁL
ICELANDIC STUDIES/NORDIC BROADING
HARDCOVER, 10.25 X 12.25 INCHES, 112 PAGES, 80 DUOTONE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-442-8
$40.00 (C&D $42.95)

OIL/DRUGS
HARDCOVER, 7.25 X 10 INCHES, 144 PAGES, 100 FULL-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
$35.00 (C&D $37.50)

BLACK CRACK IN IRIAN
BY ASLON AIPA
TEXT BY STEPHEN GASSLE
IRAN/DRUGS
HARDCOVER, 7.25 X 10 INCHES, 144 PAGES, 100 DUOTONE PHOTOGRAPHS
$35.00 (C&D $37.50)

RELÓGIO DE PAPEL
BY JORDAN RITCHIE
PHOTOGRAPHERS: MARK JOHNSON, JOHN CHAMBERS
"ONE OF THE TOP A&Rs IN THE BUSINESS TODAY."—MONTE LIPMAN, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSAL REPUBLIC RECORDS
MUSIC/REFERENCE/HOW TO
PAPERBACK, 6 X 9 INCHES, 208 PAGES
$24.00 (C&D $25.95)

ONE IN A BILLION: Xploring the New World of China
BY SANDY THOMPSON, PLANNING DIRECTOR, NEW YORK AND CANADA, SATCH & SATCHI
FOREWORD BY TOM PETERS
"PASSING THROUGH THIS BOOK IS LIKE TAKING A TRIP TO CHINA WITHOUT THE LONG FLIGHT OR COMMUNITY UNDERSTANDINGS."—FRB
BUSINESS/MARKETING/ASIAN STUDIES
HARDCOVER, 8.5 X 11 INCHES, 144 PAGES, 108 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
$8.99 (C&D $9.95)

SISOMO: the future on screen
BY KEVIN ROBERTS, CEO WORLDWIDE, SATCH & SATCHI
"SISOMI HUMANIZES TECHNOLOGY. THIS MATTERS BECAUSE SISOMI SEES THE WORLD THROUGH THE EYES OF THE CONSUMER, NOT THE MACHINE."—ADAGE
BUSINESS/ADVERTISING THEORY, CONSUMER CULTURE
PAPERBACK, 7 X 9.5 INCHES, 160 PAGES, FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS AND ILLUSTRATIONS THROUGHOUT
ISBN 978-1-57687-268-0
$3.95 (C&D $4.50)

CHILESoldiers
EDITED BY LEORA KAHN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY MARK READ, ANDREW LEE, MIKE HAYNES, RAY MOORE, BILL HAWTHORNE, RICK HARRIS, RAY WALKER, MATT HARTLEY, ROBERT COWLING, BILL WRIGHT, STEVIE WOODBURY, RICHARD HOGAN, ANDY HESKETH, ADAM ENSOR, PAUL WATLING, TIM PELHAM, BILL PROUDFOOT, ANDREW ALBINALI, AND DAVID VERNON
"THE SOVIET UNION’S INFAMOUS RED ARMY SOLDIERED ON IN CONFLICT FROM THE 1960S THROUGH THE 1990S, BATTLING IN VIETNAM, ETHIOPIA, AFGHANISTAN, AND BOSNIA. THIS BOOK EXPERIMENTS WITH THE HUMAN ELEMENTS, ADDRESSING THE MENTAL AND PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF WAR, THROUGH PHOTOGRAPHY AND INTERVIEWS WITH VETERANS FROM THIS IconIC PERIOD."—ANDREA CUNNINGHAM
PHOTOGRAPHY/INTERIORS, COMMUNITY
HARDCOVER, 10.25 X 12 INCHES, 200 PAGES, 75 DUOTONE PHOTOGRAPHS
$40.00 (C&D $42.95)

AFGHANISTAN DIARY 1992-2000
PHOTOGRAPHS AND TEXT BY EDWARD GHAZWA
"...OFFERS A BROADER VIEW OF CHINESE LIFE, BLACK, AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY AT THEIR BEST."—PHOTO DISTRICT NEWS
PHOTOGRAPHY/VINTAGE AMERICA/FAMILY ALBUMS
HARDCOVER, 10 X 12 INCHES, 112 PAGES, 70 DUOTONE PHOTOGRAPHS
$40.00 (C&D $42.95)

ACtS OF CHARITY
PHOTOGRAPHS BY MARK PETERSON
INTRODUCTION BY PHILIP WEISS
"...A GROTESQUE ACT OF VIOLENCE..."—PHOTO DISTRICT NEWS
PHOTOGRAPHY/HUMAN SOCIETY STUDIES
PAPERBACK, 7 X 12 INCHES, 224 PAGES, 102 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
$4.95 (C&D $5.50)

CLOSE RELATIONS
BY HENRY HORENSTEIN
INTRODUCTION BY TOM MAGGIOZZI
"...OFFERS A BROADER VIEW OF CHINESE LIFE, BLACK, AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY AT THEIR BEST."—PHOTO DISTRICT NEWS
PHOTOGRAPHY/VINTAGE AMERICA/FAMILY ALBUMS
HARDCOVER, 10 X 12 INCHES, 112 PAGES, 70 DUOTONE PHOTOGRAPHS
$40.00 (C&D $42.95)

African studies/photography/journalism
PAPERBACK, 7 X 12 INCHES, 224 PAGES, 102 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
$4.95 (C&D $5.50)
NO TITLE HERE
PHOTOGRAPHS BY JEFF MEIRLSTEIN
INTRODUCTION BY MARVIN HEIFERMAN
"...ONE OF THE GREAT SNAPSHOTTISTS OF ALL TIME, RIGHT UP THERE WITH GARRY WINOGRAND, ELLETT WYATT, BURKE UDELL, AND LEE FRIEDLANDER."—GLENN O’BRIEN, ART FOLLIES
PHOTOGRAPHY/HUMOR
HARDBACK, 12.25 X 9.875 INCHES, 96 PAGES, 73 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-3-7687-186-9
$4.99 (CAN $5.50)

OUR CULTURE IS OUR RESISTANCE:
Repression, Truth, and Healing in Guatemala
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JUAN C. MADALEN
PROSE BY JOHN COUSINS
"...BOLD AND POIGNANT...THESE PHOTOS ARE A WITNESS TO HUMAN HARDSHIP AND INJUSTICE...THEY REMIND US OF THE FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN RIGHTS OF EVERY PERSON, EVERY CHILD/—CLAUDIA MACHADO
PHOTOGRAPHY/PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES/NOVEL
HARDBACK, 9.75 X 12.25 INCHES, 144 PAGES, 394 FINE-ART PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-3-7687-230-3
$46.00 (CAN $48.00)

SICILIAN PASSAGE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY THOMAS ROMA
INTRODUCTION BY SANDRA PHILLIPS
AFTERWORD BY ANNA ROMA
"SICILIAN PASSAGE IS A TIMELESS VIEW INTO A LANDSCAPE AND ITS PEOPLE, THOMAS ROMA’S ELUSIVE PHOTOGRAPHS OF SICILE ARE LIKE BEAUTIFUL POEMS ABOUT A LAND THAT HE LOVES."—MARY ELLEN MARK
PHOTOGRAPHY/TRAVEL
HARDBACK, 9.5 X 7.75 INCHES, 84 PAGES, 52 DUOTONE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-3-7687-366-4
$22.00 (CAN $26.95)

SIDEWALK STORIES
PHOTOGRAPHS BY MAUZ GALENO
INTRODUCTION BY JEFF BRIDGES
AFTERWORD BY PATRICK MARKEE
"GALANO’S SOCIAL DOCUMENTARY TOLD A BROADER TRUTH THAT THE HOMELESS WERE NOT SO DIFFERENT FROM ANYONE ELSE THAT."—THE NEW YORK TIMES
PHOTOGRAPHY/SOCIETY/URBAN PLANNING
HARDBACK, 10.25 X 11.25 INCHES, 112 PAGES, 92 TRITONE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-3-7687-558-8
$4.99 (CAN $5.50)

SPIRITS AND GHOSTS: Journeys Through Mongul
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JULIA CAI
TEXT BY ANTONIN KAMICHL
"...JOURNEY TO THE UNIVERSE OF THE UNDEAD IS A MUST FOR ANYONE WHO LOVES TO EXPLORE THE BRINK BETWEEN LIFE AND DEATH/—ANTONIN KAMICHL
PHOTOGRAPHY/SHAMANISM/EAST ASIAN STUDIES
HARDBACK, 9 X 11 INCHES, 156 PAGES, 84 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-3-7687-316-7
$38.00 (CAN $37.50)

SPRING BROKE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY NATHANIEL WELCH
INTRODUCTION BY EVAN WRIGHT
ESSAY BY STEVE APPLEFORD
"...THIS IS THE KIND OF BOOK THAT PARENTS OF COLLEGE AGE KIDS SHOULD NEVER SEE."—NEW YORK TIMES
PHOTOGRAPHY/TEEN RITUALS/GODE WILD
HARDBACK, 9 X 11 INCHES, 120 PAGES, 81 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-3-7687-207-8
$35.00 (CAN $37.50)

STILL HERE: Stories After Katrina
PHOTOGRAPHS BY JOSEPH RODRIGUEZ
INTRODUCTION BY PARIS CASCARL
"...HERE GIVES AN UP CLOSE, EMOTIONAL LOOK AT PEOPLE DISPLACED, SETTING BACK ON THEIR FEET IN NEW ORLEANS AND STARTING OVER IN TEXAS.”—MOTHER JONES
CURRENT EVENTS/PHOTOGRAPHY
HARDBACK, 11.25 X 7.25 INCHES, 144 PAGES, 87 DUOTONE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-3-7687-604-3
$15.00 (CAN $17.50)

THERE IS NO EYE
PHOTOGRAPHS BY JOHN COHAN
PREFACE BY FRANK SMITH
"...AN IMPRESSIVE COLLECTION OF PHOTOGRAPHIES AND MEMORIES/—HOLLY FERGUSON
PHOTOGRAPHY/PHIL MUSIC/BEAT CULTURE
CLOTHBOUND, 8.125 X 11.25 INCHES, 200 PAGES, 157 DUOTONE AND 24 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-3-7687-502-3
$45.00 (CAN $48.00)

TRAVEL NOTES: 22 Thousand Miles Across the Americas
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRISTOPHER BARGENT
"...FILLED WITH BOTH SHOCKING BEAUTY AND POVERTY/—ROAD & TRAVEL MAGAZINE
PHOTOGRAPHY/LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES/TRAVEL
HARDBACK, 9 X 7.75 INCHES, 176 PAGES, 150 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-3-7687-033-9
$15.00 (CAN $17.50)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autrefois, Maison Privee: Photographs by Bill Burke</td>
<td>Burke, S. R.</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
<td>978-0-576-67256-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Body: By John Coplans</td>
<td>Coplans, J.</td>
<td>$125.00</td>
<td>978-0-576-67254-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boulevarde Transporation: Photographs by Rudy Burcharth</td>
<td>Burcharth, R.</td>
<td>$200.00</td>
<td>978-0-576-67532-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dear Knights and Dark Horses: By Thomas Roma</td>
<td>Roma, T.</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>978-0-576-67595-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disgraced, The Vintage Prints</td>
<td>Coplans, J.</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
<td>978-0-576-67304-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A New Life</td>
<td>Coplans, J.</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>978-0-576-67640-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex Libris: Photographs by Ralph Gibson</td>
<td>Gibson, R.</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
<td>978-0-576-67300-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall: Photographs by Christopher Griffith</td>
<td>Griffith, C.</td>
<td>$32.95</td>
<td>978-0-576-67325-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Photographs: By William Henry Fox Talbot</td>
<td>Fox Talbot, W.</td>
<td>$48.00</td>
<td>978-0-576-67333-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash Pictures: By Daniel Gordon</td>
<td>Gordon, D.</td>
<td>$48.00</td>
<td>978-0-576-67515-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forbidden Pictures: By Larry Fink</td>
<td>Fink, L.</td>
<td>$46.00</td>
<td>978-0-576-67503-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest: Photographs by Christopher Blowers</td>
<td>Blowers, C.</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
<td>978-0-576-67493-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Here We Are: Photographs by Reiko Koska</td>
<td>Koska, R.</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
<td>978-0-576-67590-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House Calls with William Carlos Williams, MD</td>
<td>Williams, W.</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>978-0-576-67575-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IN PLANE VIEW: Abstractions of Flight
PHOTOGRAPHS BY CAROLYN RUSSO  FOREWORD BY PATSY WAGSTAFF
INTRODUCTION AND ESSAYS BY ANNE COLLINS GOODYEAR
IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE SMITHSONIAN NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM
"AN ABSTRACT APPROACH THAT GIVES NEW LIFE EVEN TO THE MOST FAMILIAR CONCEPTS." —PATSY WAGSTAFF
PHOTOGRAPHY/FLYING/AIRCRAFT STUDIES HARDCOVER, 9.25 X 12.25 INCHES, 144 PAGES, 50 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS ISBN 978-0-57867-405-9 $39.95 (CAN $42.95)

JESSE JAMES AND HIS BEAUTIFUL MACHINES
PHOTOGRAPHY BY MARWIN WELCH
"THE PHOTOGRAPHS CAPTURE THE PROCESS AND SPIRIT OF CUSTOM BIKE BUILDING AT AN ELITE LEVEL." —POPULAR MECHANICS
PHOTOGRAPHY/MOTORCYCLES/CHROME STUDIES HARDCOVER, 11.25 X 14.25 INCHES, 140 PAGES, 156 BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS ISBN 978-0-57867-414-1 $60.00 (CAN $64.00)

MEADOWLANDS
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOSHUA LUFTZ TEXT BY ROBERT SULLIVAN
"JOSHUA LUFTZ TAKES THE NEW TOPOGRAPHICS OF ADAMS, SHORE, AND STERNFELD INTO ITS CURRENT ERA OF URBAN SPIRAL." —VANCE KELLER, THE NEW YORKER
PHOTOGRAPHY/ENVIRONMENTALISM/NEW JERSEY STUDIES HARDCOVER, 11.75 X 12.75 INCHES, 106 PAGES, 50 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS ISBN 978-0-57867-462-6 $50.00 (CAN $53.95)

MONSTERS
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHARLIE WHITE
INTRODUCTION BY SALLY LAND
"WHITE’S PICTURES ARE ONE-INCHES, SOME EVEN CALLING FOR CARTOON CAPTIONS, BUT THEY CAN BIT." —THE NEW YORK TIMES
ART/PHOTOGRAPHY/SCARY MOVIES HARDCOVER, 13.35 X 10.95 INCHES, 96 PAGES, 50 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS ISBN 978-0-57867-364-3 $40.00 (CAN $42.95)

PICTURES I HAD TO TAKE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JON GREY
INTRODUCTION BY DUANE MECHALS
"JON GREY HAD TO TAKE THESE PHOTOGRAPHS BECAUSE HE IS A VISUAL VULNERABILITY ADDICTED TO THE SUBTLE PLEASURES OF LIGHT, COLOR, AND FORM." —DUANE MECHALS
PHOTOGRAPHY/ART HARDCOVER, 10.38 X 12.75 INCHES, 152 PAGES, 50 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS ISBN 978-0-57867-368-3 $60.00 (CAN $64.00)

SUBURBAN KNIGHTS: A Return to the Middle Ages
PHOTOGRAPHY BY E.F. KITCHEN
"I WILL BE HONEST, I SEE A LOT OF PEOPLE JOIN BECAUSE THERE REAL LIFE SUCKS, YOU CAN COME HERE AND BE ANYBODY." —LORD DUNCAN THE MONSTER
PHOTOGRAPHY/ART HARDCOVER, 12 X 12 INCHES, 96 PAGES, 50 TRITONE PHOTOGRAPHS ISBN 978-0-57867-366-0 $35.00 (CAN $37.50)

SALT DREAMS
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JIMMY D. KATZ
"YOU ARE DRIVING THROUGH THE REMNANTS OF AN ANCIENT, DRY LANDSCAPE THAT FOR YEARS HAS BEEN ONE OF THE WORLD’S FASTEST SPEEDWAYS." —THE NEW SAVI TRAVELER
PHOTOGRAPHY/HOTRODS HARDCOVER, 12.19 X 10.25 INCHES, 104 PAGES, 60 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS ISBN 978-0-57867-356-6 $39.95 (CAN $42.95)

TRANSITIONS AND EXITS
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ARIS MARICOPOLLO
INTERVIEW BY LOUISE NERI
"...DELIVERS THE PRIVATE MOMENTS AND PERSONAL SIGNIERS OF THE PROFESSIONAL SNOWBOARDER’S LIFE WITH THE INTIMACY OF A FREESTYLE AND THE SILENT STILLNESS OF A MOUNTAIN’S VIRGIN SNOW." —APRÈS
PHOTOGRAPHY/SPORT/SNOWBOARDING/YOUTH CULTURE HARDCOVER, 8.75 X 11.25 INCHES, 116 PAGES, 230 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS ISBN 978-0-57867-092-5 $45.00 (CAN $48.00)

TRIP
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SUSAN LIPPER
TEXT BY FREDERICK BARTELME
"...HUMOROUS, ARCAN, AND EOCATIVE OF PLACES THAT ARE BOTH MUNDANE AND EXCEPTIONAL." —LIBRARY JOURNAL
PHOTOGRAPHY/ART/ROAD TRIPS HARDCOVER, 8 X 11.75 INCHES, 112 PAGES, 50 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS ISBN 978-0-57867-093-2 $49.95 (CAN $51.95)
FLIPBOOKS/EROTICA/WINK WINK NUDGE NUDGE/TEENAGE THEORY
PAPERBACK FLIPBOOKS, 6 X 4 INCHES, 128 PAGES, 60 FULL-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-56895-156-3 (ANNA)
ISBN 978-1-56895-132-7 (SUSAN)
$10.95 (CAN $11.95)

THE TATTOO HISTORY SOURCE BOOK
BY STEVE GABERT
PAPERBACK, 11.2 X 8.7 X 0.9 INCHES, 244 PAGES
ISBN 978-1-58304-107-3 (HARDCOVER)
ISBN 978-1-58304-106-6 (PAPERBACK)
$89.99 (CAN $95.95)

THE TORTURE GARDEN
BY OCTAVE MERIBAU TRANSLATION BY AYAN C. BESIDE
ONCE DESCRIBED AS "THE MOST SICKENING WORK OF ART OF THE 19TH CENTURY," THE TORTURE GARDEN IS EXCITING FOR ITS DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF SEXUAL EUPHORIA AND EXQUISITE TORTURE. VIVA BANANAVAN!
FICTION/KINKY SEX/SADEAN STUDIES
PAPERBACK, 8 X 11 INCHES, 176 PAGES
$13.99 (CAN $14.95)

FASHION

A.L.T. 365
PHOTOGRAPHS AND TEXT BY ANDRE LEON TALLEY
ART DIRECTION BY SAM SHAD
"TALLEY MAKES THE POINT THAT STYLE TRANSCENDS RACE, CLASS, AND TIME..."—BRITISH VOGUE
FASHION/CELEBRITIES/PHOTOGRAPHY DIARY
CLOTHBOUND, 11.25 X 15.25 INCHES, 230 PAGES, 300 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-56895-244-4
$85.00 (CAN $93.00)

THE BLUE JEAN
BY ALICE HARRIS
TEXT BY BOB MORRIS
"HARRIS SHOWS HOW JEANS HAVE EVOLVED FROM A ELABORATE REBELLION (MARLON BRANDO, CONVEXED COUNTRY UNIFORM CARTRIDGE, SOLD SEX, BRITNEY SPEARS, AND REEKED CLASS (PRINCE WILLIAM)..."—PEOPLE
FASHION/CULTURE/CELEBRITIES
HARDCOVER, 9.75 X 12.25 INCHES, 144 PAGES, 100 FOUR-COLOR AND BLACK-AND-WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
$35.00 (CAN $37.50)

BUFFALO: The Style and Fashion of Ray Peet
BY JAMIE MORGAN AND MITZI LORENZ
"A TIMELY REMINDER OF A KINDER, GENTLER ERA IN FASHION...MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS..."—FLAUNT
PHOTOGRAPHY/FASHION
CLOTHBOUND, 10.25 X 13 INCHES, 184 PAGES, 82 DUOTONE AND 67 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
$70.00 (CAN $80.00)

GARY COOPER: Enduring Style
EDITED BY MARA COOPER AND TEXT BY G. BRUCE BOYER FOREWORD BY RALPH LAUREN DESIGN BY RUTH ANS
"DRESSED UP LIKE A MILLION DOLLAR TROOPER/ TRYING HARD TO LOOK LIKE GARY COOPER, SUPER DIFFERENT"—PUTTIN’ ON THE RITZ
MOR’S STYLE/VINTAGE
HARDCOVER, 7.75 X 9.75 INCHES, 240 PAGES, OVER 150 FOUR-COLOR AND BLACK-AND-WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
$35.95 (CAN $42.95)

HAIR WARS
PHOTOGRAPHS BY DAVID VELIZA
INTRODUCTION AND INTERVIEWS BY JOHANNA LENARDER
"THE X GAMES OF AMERICAN BEAUTY PARLOR CULTURE..."—ELLE
PHOTOGRAPHY/HAIR/ON SNAP STUDIES
HARDCOVER, 9.75 X 9.75 INCHES, 96 PAGES, 54 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
$39.95 (CAN $42.95)

HIGH BLITZ: The Extravagant World of Child Beauty Pages
BY SUSAN ANDERSON
FOREWORD BY SIMON DOUGAN
INTRODUCTION BY ROBERT GREENE
"MAJESTIC...ALLURE "GLAM"...TIME OUT NEW YORK
BEAUTY/PHOTOGRAPHY/PARENTING DECISIONS
HARDCOVER, 6.75 X 9.75 INCHES, 144 PAGES, 90 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-56895-514-8
$39.95 (CAN $42.95)

HOLLYWOOD INTUITION: It's What Separates Fashion Victims From Fashion Victims
BY CELEBRITY STYLIST JAY FERGUS AND RAYE MCKINNOH
FASHION/STYLING
PAPERBACK W/ RIBBON, 6 X 7.25 INCHES, 112 PAGES, 40 FULL-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-56895-261-1
$12.95 (CAN $13.95)

I LOVE FAST CARS
PHOTOGRAPHS BY CRAIG MOORE
TEXT BY NEVILLE WAKEFIELD
"SOME OF THE SHAPES OF ORANGE, YELLOW, AND PINK HE CAPTURED HAVE A BRILLIANTLY RICH CAR TOON QUALITY THAT SEEMS TO SOAK THE PAGE..."—THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW
PHOTOGRAPHY/FASHION/HOT ROGS
HARDCOVER, 8.25 X 12.25 INCHES, 88 PAGES, 60 FOUR-COLOR AND 5 BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
$40.00 (CAN $42.95)

INENTS
PHOTOGRAPHS BY PATRICK McGRANIMAL
FOREWORD BY KATE CURRIE
INTRODUCTION BY FERN BALIUS DESIGN BY PENTRAGRAM
"YOUR ALL-ACCESS PASS TO LIFE UNDER FASHION WEEK'S BIG TENT..."—Vanity Fair
FASHION/CELEBRITIES/PHOTOGRAPHY
HARDCOVER, 9.25 X 13.25 INCHES, 252 PAGES, 400 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
$75.00 (CAN $80.00)

LOOK: Portraits Backstage at Olympus Fashion Week
PHOTOGRAPHS AND FOREWORD BY TIMOTHY GREENFIELD-SANDERS
ESSAYS BY ALEC BATELM, KATE CURRIE, SIMON DUNGE, HEATHERFERN, FERN BALIUS, PATRICK MCDONALD, TENSLY MLR, MARTHA NELSON, AND ZAC POSEN
FASHION/CELEBRITIES/PHOTOGRAPHY
HARDCOVER, 6.75 X 9.25 INCHES, 144 PAGES, 164 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-56895-093-4
$18.00 (CAN $19.50)

LOOK: Portraits Backstage at Olympus Fashion Week
PHOTOGRAPHS AND FOREWORD BY TIMOTHY GREENFIELD-SANDERS
ESSAYS BY ALEC BATELM, KATE CURRIE, SIMON DUNGE, HEATHERFERN, FERN BALIUS, PATRICK MCDONALD, TENSLY MLR, MARTHA NELSON, AND ZAC POSEN
FASHION/CELEBRITIES/PHOTOGRAPHY
HARDCOVER, 9.25 X 13.25 INCHES, 144 PAGES, 164 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-56895-322-6
$29.95 (CAN $32.95)

MAKEUP YOUR MIND
PHOTOGRAPHS AND MAKEUP INSTRUCTIONS BY FRANCIS NAPS
ART DIRECTION BY FABEN NAKIN
"NAPS OFFERS A MODERN AND REFRESHING SPIN ON THE TRADITIONAL MAKEUP WORKBOOK..."—Vogue
BEAUTY/SKIN-IMPROVEMENT/PHOTOGRAPHY
S/PASED SPIRAL-BOUND HARDCOVER, 10 X 9.5 INCHES, 284 PAGES INCLUDING 63 ACCENT INSTRUCTIONAL PAGES, 128 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
$39.95 (CAN $46.00)

MISSSHAPES
BY THE MISSSHAPES
FASHION/NO TITE/NO PARTY THEORY
HARDCOVER, 6.25 X 8.25 INCHES, 176 PAGES, 500 FOUR-COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
$25.00 (CAN $29.95)
**CZANARA**
Photographs and Drawings by Raymond Carrance

"... Introduces the obscure, homodiric art of Carrance..."—Publisher's Weekly

Photography/Art, Homoeroticism
Hardcover with acetate jacket, 11.5 x 10.5 inches, 108 pages, 122 four-color photographs and drawings
$45.00 (USD) [END 70.00]

**DO NOT DISTURB**
by Adam Raphael

Eroica/Gay/Hospitality
Hardcover, 8.75 x 12.75 inches, 240 pages, over 100 four-color photographs
ISBN 978-1-56858-542-1
$49.95 (USD) [END 59.00]

**FORO ITALICO**
Photographs by George Mott, Introduction by Giorgio Armani
Essays by Luigi Galilani and Michaelangelo Sabatino

"To my eyes the Foro Italico has always possessed an eternal and overwhelming reality..."—Giorgio Armani

Photography/Art, History, Gay Studies
Supersize Hardcover, 9.75 x 13.625 inches, 64 pages, 15 four-color and 10 black-and-white photographs
ISBN 978-1-56858-569-0
$50.00 (USD) [END 53.50]

**HARRY**
by Robert Greene

"Greene's camera lens serves as his hand, dressing these bodies and bringing those soft touches to those who flip through the pages of hairy..."—GayPeopleChronicle.com

Photography/Desire, Attribute Studies
Hardcover, 9.25 x 12 inches, 96 pages, 85 tritone photographs
ISBN 978-1-56858-527-6
$45.00 (USD) [END 48.00]

**I HEART BOY**
by J. Krupsky, Introduction by Weston Shagham

Style, Fashion, DIY Looks
Hardcover, 8.25 x 10.25 inches, 144 pages, 80 four-color photographs
ISBN 978-1-56858-569-0
$24.95 (USD) [END 28.95]

**THE LAST SUNDAY IN JUNE**
Photographs by Janelle Shabazz
Essays by Keiara Sanke and Emil Wilbekin

"(Shabazz has) stumbled into his dream location: a place where everyone already looks beautiful, where everyone was already powerful..."—Keiara Sanke

Photography/Gay Studies, Fashion
Hardcover, 7 x 9.75 inches, 128 pages, 101 four-color and black-and-white photographs
ISBN 978-1-56858-572-0
$3.99 (USD) [END 4.50]

**LIFEGUARD ON DUTY**
by Matt Albiani

Photography, Gay/Watch Boys
Hardcover, 10.75 x 13.25 inches, 124 pages, 98 four-color images
ISBN 978-1-56858-505-8
$45.00 (USD) [END 48.00]

**LOST BOYS**
Photographs and text by Slava Mogutin
Introduction by Doming Johnson, Essay by Octavio Zaya

"...Silent, diurnerent, and brutally sexual..."—Out

Photography/Gay Studies, Hot Disaffiliated Youth Studies
Hardcover, 11.25 x 8.75 inches, 144 pages, 125 four-color photographs
$39.95 (USD) [END 42.95]

**THE NIGHT IS STILL YOUNG**
by Tomoki Hay
Essays by Eric C. Shiner and Simone Fukui

Gay, Nightlife, Japan
Paperback W/ Extended Flaps, 7.25 x 9 inches, 104 pages, 70 full-color photographs
$24.95 (USD) [END 28.95]

**NONHAILOR**
by Paul P., Introduction by Coller Schorr

"...The faces are rendered carefully and deliberately, with each beautiful figure and gorgeous flaw carefully observed..."—The New York Times

Art, Portraiture, Skin and Aesthetics
Clothbound with slipcase, 7.7 x 6.7 inches, 156 pages, 84 four-color artworks
$8.99 (USD) [END 9.95]

**NYC GO GO**
Photographs by Slava Mogutin
Essay by Bruce Berendson

"...Stylish images of uninhibited young men..."—Time Out New York

Photography/Gay Funk, Nightlife Studies
Hardcover, 7 x 10 inches, 182 pages, 160 four-color photographs
$39.95 (USD) [END 37.50]

**ROOM SERVICE**
Photographs by Adam Raphael, Designed by J.C. Suppes, Illustrations by Nina Duran

"...Immediately pleasurable and sexy as hell..."—Reed Massengill

Photography/Male Nudes, Hot Stuff
Hardcover, 8.75 x 12.75 inches, 259 pages, 152 four-color photographs
ISBN 978-1-56858-374-8
$49.95 (USD) [END 53.50]

**NONFICTION**

**THE 5-INCH DIET**
by Alex Bogusky

How to/Diet, Nutrition
Paperback, 9 x 9 inches, 136 pages, 140 four-color and black-and-white images
$19.95 (USD) [END 21.00]

**THE GOSPEL OF HIP HOP**
Fleet Instrument Presented byтрене for the Temple of Hip Hop

Hip Hop Philosophy, Spirituality, Self Help
Hardcover, 6.75 x 9.75 inches, 832 pages
$29.95 (USD) [END 26.95]

**NEWS, NUDITY & NONSENSE**
A Rec 99

The Best of Vice Magazine Volume II, 2003-2008
By the Editors of Vice Magazine
Humor, Pop Culture
Paperback, 7 x 9 inches, 204 pages, 200 four-color and black-and-white photographs
$18.00 (USD) [END 15.50]

**NO SLEEP TIL BROOKLYN**
powerHouse Magazine Issue 1

"A Compelling Set of Images and Stories, an Upbeat Reflection..."—Witz Magazine

Hip Hop, Photography, Art
Paperback, 8.25 x 11 inches, 104 pages, 124 four-color and duotone photographs
ISBN 978-1-56858-375-1
$10.00 (USD) [END 10.95]

**THAT 70S SHOW**
powerHouse Magazine Issue 2

Hip Hop, Photography, Art
Paperback, 8.25 x 11 inches, 104 pages, 134 four-color and duotone photographs
ISBN 978-1-56858-376-8
$10.00 (USD) [END 10.95]
### WOMEN'S STUDIES

#### ANGRY WOMEN
**Angry Women by A. JUNO**
*A THESE WOMEN ARE DEFINITELY DANGEROUS MODELS OF SUBVERSION*—MONDO 2000
**PAPERBACK, 8.5 X 11 INCHES, 240 PAGES, BLACK AND WHITE ILLUSTRATIONS THROUGHOUT**
$18.99 (CND $20.50)

#### ANGRY WOMEN IN ROCK
**Angry Women in Rock by A. JUNO**
*A "INDEPENDENCE IS THEIR SUBSTANCE AND NOT JUST THEIR STYLE."—SEATTLE WEEKLY*
**PAPERBACK, 7 X 9 INCHES, 224 PAGES, LOTS OF PHOTOS**
ISBN 978-0-9853542-2-0
$9.99 (CND $11.50)

#### BODIES OF SUBVERTION: A Secret History of Women and Tattoo
**BODIES OF SUBVERTION: A Secret History of Women and Tattoo by MARIGOT MEPLIN**
*"THROUGH COMPELLING ANECDOTE AND CLEVERLY ARTICULATE ANALYSIS, [MEPLIN] SHOWS US A GREAT NEW STORIES ABOUT WOMEN, TATTOOS, PUBLIC PICTURES, AND PRIVATE PARTS."—BARBARA HULKER*
**PAPERBACK, 8.5 X 11 INCHES, 152 PAGES, OVER 200 BLACK AND WHITE ILLUSTRATIONS**
ISBN 978-1-58904-10-3
$23.95 (CND $25.95)

#### CELEBRATING WOMEN
**Celebrating Women: Photographs and Text by Paula Ganturco**
*A "BIG BEAUTIFUL BOOK... TOO RICH TO STAY ON THE COFFEE TABLE."—THE WASHINGTON POST*
**PAPERBACK, 8.5 X 11 INCHES, 240 PAGES, 234 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS**
ISBN 978-1-58642-229-1
$49.95 (CND $53.50)

#### CONVERSING TERRITORIES
**Conversing Territories: Photographs and Text by Lalla Essaydi**
*"ESSAYDI CREATES A MISTERIOUS AND TIMELESS SPACE... FULLY COVERED WITH ISLAMIC CALLIGRAPHY."—ABOLUTERART.COM*
**PAPERBACK WITH FILMS, 11 X 8.5 INCHES, 87 PAGES, 20 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS**
ISBN 978-1-58642-386-7
$20.00 (CND $21.50)

#### ECO AMAZONS: 20 Women Who Are Transforming the World
**Eco Amazons: 20 Women Who Are Transforming the World by DORINA KLEM**
*PHOTOGRAPHS BY COLIN FINLAY FOREWORD BY JULIA BUTTERFLY HILL*
**PAPERBACK WITH FILMS, 8.5 X 11 INCHES, 144 PAGES, 80 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS**
ISBN 978-1-58642-573-1
$15.00 (CND $16.00)

#### IN HER HANDS: Craftsmen Changing the World
**In Her Hands: Craftsmen Changing the World by PAOLA CANTURE AND TOBY TULLIBE FOREWORD BY ALISE WALKER**
*A "RICHLY BEAUTIFUL COLLECTION OF PHOTOS AND STORIES..."—THE NEW YORK TIMES*
**PAPERBACK/WOMEN'S STUDIES, ARTS & CRAFTS**
$23.95 (CND $23.95)
IN SEARCH OF HOPE: The Global Diaries of Madame Pearl
FOREWORD BY ANGELA JOLIE
PREFACE BY CIDN LEVÊ
“...LUSH COFFEE TABLE TONE, WHICH CONSISTS OF PEARL'S REPORTING FOR GLAMOUR ON WOMEN AROUND THE WORLD WHO ARE DOING GREAT THINGS FOR THEIR COMMUNITIES.” —PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY
JOURNALISM/CURRENT EVENTS/WOMEN’S STUDIES
HARDCOVER, 12.25 X 12.25 INCHES, 176 PAGES, 200 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-422-6
$39.95 (CAN $42.95)

THE OTHER HALF OF THE SKY
BY LIL’ J MOG
ESSAY BY RICHARD VINE
“THE OTHER HALF OF THE SKY GIVES FACES TO ETHNIC AND SOCIAL MINORITIES. ITS PHOTOGRAPHS CELEBRATE THE COMMON PEOPLE OF CHINA, WHOSE IMAGES WILL NEVER BE FOUND ON CURRENCY OR IN MAGAZINES.” —POP MATTERS
PHOTOGRAPHY/CHINA/WOMEN’S STUDIES
HARDCOVER, 9.25 X 12.25 INCHES, 126 PAGES, TO FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-499-8
$49.00 (CAN $48.00)

PERFECT INTIMACY
PHOTOGRAPHY/INEDIC
INTRODUCTION BY MARK GUSBURNE
“THOUGH THE NUNS LIVED IN A PEACEFUL, CLUSTER ON A LARGE AND ISOLATED PIECE OF LAND, I EXPERIENCED A CONSTANT VIBRATING ENERGY IN THE AIR.” —LILI MOG
RELIGION/PHOTOGRAPHY/WOMEN’S STUDIES
HARDCOVER, 9.25 X 10.25 INCHES, 128 PAGES, 73 FULL-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
$39.95 (CAN $42.95)

TRAFFIK
BY NORMAN JOY/JOY ESSAY BY KEVIN PAULS
FOREWORD BY MARIE PEARL
“A HAUNTING PORTRAIT OF THE EXISTENCE OF YOUNG CAMBODIAN SEX SLAVES AND BROTHEL WORKERS AND THE NEW LIVES THAT SOME, WHO WAS FORCED TO WORK IN A BROTHEL, HERSELF AS A YOUNG GIRL, OFFERS THEM.” —GLAMOUR
SEX SLAVERY/DOCUMENTARY
HARDCOVER, 10 X 12.12 INCHES, 234 PAGES, 120 FOUR-COLOR AND DUOTONE PHOTOGRAPHS
$90.00 (CAN $93.00)

WOMEN WHO LIGHT THE DARK
BY PAOLA GIANTUCCI
FOREWORD BY KAVITA RAMAKRISHNAN
“GIANTUCCI COMBINES SOME OF THE MOST STRIKING PORTRAI...WITH INSIGHTFUL REPORTING.” —WASHINGTON POST
PHOTOGRAPHY/WOMEN’S STUDIES/GOOD WORKS
HARDCOVER, 8.5 X 11.25 INCHES, 240 PAGES, 274 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-396-0
$49.00 (CAN $48.00)

BEASTIE BOYS ANTHOLOGY
BY THE BEASTIE BOYS
“THIS COLLECTION IS A MUST.” —Vicie
MUSIC/PHOTOGRAPHY
HARDCOVER, 12.25 X 12.25 INCHES, 88 PAGES, 61 FOUR-COLOR AND 50 BLACK-AND-WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS, ALSO INCLUDES 2 CD'S
ISBN 978-1-57687-105-8
$49.00 (CAN $48.00)

BLUES, BOOZE, & BBQ
PHOTOGRAPHS BY MICHAEL LLOYD
FOREWORD BY DAVID HARVEY
“AUTHENTIC MUSIC, SLOW-COOKED FOOD, COLD BEER, AND CLOSE FRIENDS.” —NEWSPHOTOGRAH
PHOTOGRAPHY/BLUES/DELTA STUDIES
HARDCOVER, 12.25 X 12.25 INCHES, 112 PAGES, 80 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-522-4
$39.95 (CAN $42.95)

THE BREAK'S: Style & Preps'-1982-1990
TEXTS BY BILL ADLER AND TOM TERRELL
“THE ESSENCE OF LATE-20TH-CENTURY POP CULTURE IS CAPTURED IN THIS EXTENSIVE AND FABULOUS COLLECTION.” —APPEX
HIP HOP/PHOTOGRAPHY/FRESH STYLE
HARDCOVER, 9.25 X 12 INCHES, 144 PAGES, 150 FOUR-COLOR AND BLACK-AND-WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
$59.00 (CAN $58.00)

COVER STORY: Album Cover Art
BY THE STAFF OF WAX POETICS
“REQUIRED READING FOR THE DJ, INTELLIGENTSIA, THE BEAST AND MOST EXQUISITELY LAND-MARKED MUSIC BOOKS IN AMERICA.” —THE NEW YORK TIMES STYLE MAGAZINE
MUSIC/PHOTOGRAPHY/DESIGN
PAPERBACK, 7.65 X 8.75 INCHES, 288 PAGES, OVER 254 FOUR-COLOR IMAGES
ISBN 978-1-57687-509-7
$24.95 (CAN $26.95)

COVER STORY VOLUME TWO: Odd, Obscure, and Outstanding Album Art
BY THE STAFF OF WAX POETICS
MUSIC/ART/DESIGN
TRI-FOLD PAPERBACK, 7.65 X 8.75 INCHES, 266 PAGES, 266 FOUR-COLOR IMAGES
$24.95 (CAN $26.95)

IS THERE LIFE AFTER YOUTH?
BY ANTHONY PAPPALARDO AND MAX G. MORTON
HARDCOVER, 9.25 X 10.25 INCHES, 128 PAGES, 77 FULL-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-324-4
$39.95 (CAN $42.95)

DAVID BOWIE: Live in New York
PHOTOGRAPHY BY MIHAIL SANCTORI-KAYDA
FOREWORD BY DAVID DOWIE
“...A STRIKING COLLECTION OF PHOTOGRAPHY...” —HARPER’S BAZAAR
MUSIC/PHOTOGRAPHY
HARDCOVER, 7.5 X 9.5 INCHES, 160 PAGES, 164 TRITONE PHOTOGRAPHS
$26.00 (CAN $27.50)

IT’S JUST BEGINN: The Epic Journey of DJ Lady Bee, Hip Hop’s First Latino DJ
BY SANchez AND LUIS “DI DISCO WIZ” CEDER
“A FASCINATING, COMPELLING, READABLE HISTORY OF RISE, FALL, AND REDEMPTION IN WHICH HIP HOP SOMETIMES TAKES A BACK SEAT TO EDDIE’S COUNTLESS LIFE EXPERIENCES AS A CONCITOR, RESTAURANT CHIEF, FATHER, DRUG USER AND CANCER SURVIVOR.” —NEW YORK DAILY NEWS
HIP HOP/MEMORY/BRONX TALE
HARDCOVER, 7.25 X 9.25 INCHES, 180 PAGES, 50 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-595-3 (HARDCOVER)
$22.95 (CAN $24.95)

LIVE SUBURBIA
BY MAX G. MORTON AND ANTHONY PAPPALARDO
AMERICAN/YOUTH CULTURE/SUBURBAN CULTURE
PAPERBACK/CLASSIC, 8.9 X 9.5 INCHES, 240 PAGES, OVER 300 FOUR-COLOR AND BLACK-AND-WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
$18.00 (CAN $19.50)

LIVING PROOF
PHOTOGRAPHS BY DAVID ALLEN HARVEY
TEXTS BY RUDOLPH AND UPTOWN
“HARVEY’S PICTURES ARE REMARKABLE FOR THEIR RICH CULTURAL DIVERSITY.” —POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOGRAPHY/HP HOP
HARDCOVER, 8.25 X 11 INCHES, 112 PAGES, 52 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
$23.95 (CAN $22.00)

PHIL CLARK
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ANNETTE BUCKMAN
FOREWORD BY PAUL SMITH
ESSAYS BY WILSON GOLDMANN AND PAUL HAMPTON
PHOTOGRAPHY/MUSIC/FASHION/"THE AUTHENTIC LONDON" STUDIES
HARDCOVER, 8.85 X 8.25 INCHES, 132 PAGES, 102 TRITONE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-534-0
$26.95 (CAN $27.95)
PHOTOGRAPHS BY RICHARD BROWN
FOREWORD BY PAUL SMITH
ESSAYS BY VIVIAM LIDDELL AND PAUL HEWITT
"THE PICTURES MANIFEST THE GENIUS OF UNDERGROUND SCENES AND HIGHLIGHT THEIR INFLUENCE ON TODAY'S MUSIC SCENE." — PAPER
PHOTOGRAPHY/MUSIC/FASHION/"THE AUTHENTIC LONDON" STUDIES
HARDCOVER, 7.10 X 10.25 INCHES, 132 PAGES, 102 TRITONE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-263-5 $25.00 (END $37.50)

MOVE
PHOTOGRAPHS BY JAMIE HODGSON
FOREWORD BY RICH JACOMAN
"JAMIE'S Photography HAS TURNED HIS EYE ON DANCERS... WITH A PASSIONATE SENSIBILITY." — THE SUN
PHOTOGRAPHY/DANCE
HARDCOVER, 9.125 X 12.25 INCHES, 192 PAGES, 174 DUOTONE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-322-8 $50.00 (END $35.00)

CIRCUS/PERFORMANCE ART/PHOTOGRAPHY
HARDCOVER, 5.75 X 12.25 INCHES, 136 PAGES, 80 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-209-4 $45.00 (END $48.00)

PASS THE MIC: Beattle Boys, 1995-1996
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ANDY MACPHEE
WORDS BY CARL MCCORMICK AND PAUL D. MILLER
"AS AN INDUSTRY, MACPHEE'S PHOTOGRAPHS CONSTITUTE AN OPPORTURAL OFFER AND ARE FULLY LICENSED TO ALL, OF COURSE." — KENT COOK
PHOTOGRAPHY/MUSIC/YOUTH CULTURE
HARDCOVER, 6.75 X 9.25 INCHES, 144 PAGES, 161 BLACK AND WHITE AND 6 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-108-9 $49.95 (END $53.00)

PEARL
POEMS BY VINCENT KATZ
PAINTING BY TAMBO
"THE PAINTINGS AND POEMS IN THIS VOLUME PROVIDE A WIDE-RANGING PORTRAIT OF LIFE IN NEW YORK CITY." — THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW
ART/POETRY
HARDCOVER, 8.25 X 10.25 INCHES, 72 PAGES, 14 FOUR-COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
ISBN 978-1-57687-016-7 $1.99 (END $2.50)

BY NATHAN NEIDORF AND ANTHONY PAPARRUGO
"AN ASTOUNDING COLLECTION OF PERSONAL FACTS THAT TELL THE STORY OF AMERICAN HARDCORE LIKE NEVER BEFORE." — JACOB TAURO
MUSIC/DY HARD CORE
PAPERBACK, 7.25 X 10.75 INCHES, 224 PAGES, 260 FOUR-COLOR AND BLACK-AND-WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-472-1 $29.95 (END $32.00)

SHADOW Kapital: Beijing's Music Underground
BY MATTION WERNER
INTRODUCTION BY CHAIRMAN CA
CD PRODUCED BY YU CHEN
"A VERY WILD AND PRODUCED BY YU CHEN
"CRAZY AWESOME SURPRISE." — MT
MUSIC/STYLE/CHINESE PUNK
HARDCOVER N/A, 6.75 X 9.25 INCHES, 176 PAGES, 125 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-521-6 $24.95 (END $26.95)

TAQWA:Q: Muslim Punk in the USA
PHOTOGRAPHS BY KIM ISANARI
FOREWORD BY MICHAEL MUHAMMAD KHAIR
MUSIC/ISLAMIC-AMERICAN YOUTH STUDIES
HARDCOVER, 11.5 X 9.5 INCHES, 112 PAGES, 105 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-500-1 $35.00 (END $37.50)

TOUCH ME I'M SICK
PHOTOGRAPHS BY CHARLES PETRIE
INTRODUCTION BY EDWARD VEDDER
ESSAY BY JANIE BODDY
"HE CAPTURES A FRESH-HELD YOUTH ON THE Cusp OF FAME." — VANITY FAIR
MUSIC/PHOTOGRAPHY/Dylanography
HARDCOVER, 7.75 X 13.25 INCHES, 77 PAGES, 92 TRITONE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-159-7 $24.95 (END $26.95)

Wax Poetics Anthology Volume 1
BY THE STAFF OF WAX POETICS
"THEY COLLECTORS AND DEAD-END STYLE MUSIC FANS WILL FIND AN ILLUMINATING TREASURE TROVE IN THE FIRST OF WHAT PROMISES TO BE AN ESSENTIAL SERIES." — PUBLISHING WEkLY
MUSIC/PHOTOGRAPHY/DESIGN
PAPERBACK, 8.5 X 11 INCHES, 240 PAGES, FOUR-COLOR AND BLACK-AND-WHITE IMAGES THROUGHOUT
ISBN 978-1-57687-435-6 $60.00 (END $72.00)

Wax Poetics Anthology Volume 2
BY THE STAFF OF WAX POETICS
"SPECIALLY MAGAZINES DON'T COME ANY MORE SPECIAL THAN BROOKLYN'S WAX POETICS..." — NEW YORK MAGAZINE
MUSIC/ART/DESIGN
HARDCOVER, 8.75 X 11.25 INCHES, 240 PAGES, 880 FOUR-COLOR IMAGES
ISBN 978-0-75922-229-5 $39.95 (END $42.95)

We're Desperate: The Punk Rock Photography of Jim Jockey, SF/LA 78-80
INTERVIEW BY THEODOR MOORE
ESSAY BY DEWEY CORNEK
"WE LIKE TO POSSESS, BUT WE WANTED TO POSE FOR PICTURES." — JIM Jockey
PUNK/FASHION/MUSIC/PHOTOGRAPHY
HARDCOVER, 8.75 X 8.75 INCHES, 280 PAGES, 262 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-156-0 $49.99 (END $55.00)

William Klein Films
ESSAY BY CLAIRE GOLDBERG
"THE PIONEER PHOTOGRAPHER AND AVANT-GARDE FILMMAKER (IMAGINE THE BASTARD CHILD OF WOODY AND SPIKE) SHOWCASES HIS GRITTY OLYMPIC..." — VANITY FAIR
FILM/PHOTOGRAPHY/FRENCH CULTURE
PAPERBACK, 9.5 X 13 INCHES, 128 PAGES, 54 FOUR-COLOR AND BLACK-AND-WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-515-7 $39.95 (END $42.95)

Young Bob: John Cohen's Early Photographs of Bob Dylan
FEATURING EXCERPTS OF EARLY RADIO INTERVIEWS BY CYNTHIA GOODING, OSCAR BIANCO, AND STUYVESANT HICKS
"...CAPTURES A FRESH-HELD YOUNG DYLAN ON THE Cusp OF FAME." — VANITY FAIR
MUSIC/PHOTOGRAPHY/Dylanography
HARDCOVER, 9.75 X 9.75 INCHES, 71 PAGES, 92 TRITONE AND 12 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS AND 12 DUOTONE FILMSTRIPS
ISBN 978-1-57687-159-7 $24.95 (END $26.95)

28 Day Winter: A Skateboarding Narrative
PHOTOGRAPHS BY JEFF CURTIS, SCOTT BLUTTO, AND ADAM MORAN
"THERE ARE CHRISTMAS ACTION SHOTS AND PANORAMAS TO INSPIRE." — GOTHIC MAGAZINE
SNOWBOARDING/LIFESTYLE/PHOTOGRAPHY
HARDCOVER, 12.25 X 13.25 INCHES, 176 PAGES, OVER 150 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-57687-503-5 $39.95 (END $42.95)
THE AFRICAN GAME
PHOTOGRAPhERS BY ANDREW DOUMO
TEXT BY KNOX ROBINSON
"DUSUMU HAS A KNOCK FOR CAPTURING ATMOSPHERE, PERSONALITY, AND ENERGY."—THE RIVER
SPORTS/AFRICAN STUDIES/URBAN APPAREL/PHOTOGRAPHY
HARDCOVER, 11.25 X 13.25 INCHES, 206 PAGES, 133 FOUR COLOR AND 126 BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
$50.00 (CAN $53.50)

BASEBALL
BY DAVID LIEVYTHAL
TEXT BY JONATHAN MAHLER
SPORTS/ART
HARDCOVER W/ JACKET, 10 X 12 INCHES, 144 PAGES, 112 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPhERS
$50.00 (CAN $53.50)

BLAIR PHOTO: The Art of Skateboarding
PHOTOGRAPhERS BY MIKE BLAIR/ WITH J. BRANNO BRANNO AND JAKE PHELPS
"THE AMBIDEXTROUS IMAGES FOLLOW SKATEBOARDING FROM LOCAL SPORT TO GLOBAL PHENOMENON."—ROLLING STONE
SKATEBOARDING/ACTION SPORTS/PHOTOGRAPHY
CLOTHBOUND, 10.5 X 15 INCHES, 224 PAGES, 120 FOUR-COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-1-56873-452-4
$49.95 (CAN $53.50)

BOBCATS
PHOTOGRAPhERS BY ERIC PARSON
ESSAY BY ROBERT SCHMIDT/ EDITED BY MARK HOLBORN
"LATE SUMMER HAS ALWAYS MEANT 60% COMPETING FOR CHAMPIONSHIPS ON THE DUSTY DIAMOND. NOW IT'S A GIRLS' WORLD, TOO!"—THE NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE
PHOTOGRAPhY/SPORTS
HARDCOVER, 12 X 9.5 INCHES, 86 PAGES, 66 FOUR-COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
$8.99 (CAN $9.95)

BOXING
PHOTOGRAPhERS BY LARRY NICK
ESSAY BY BRITT SOLAR
"A KNOCKOUT COLLECTION OF PHOTOS DOCKING THE MAJesty AND BROTHERhood OF THE BLOOD SPORT."—HARRY FAy
PHOTOGRAPhY/ART/SPORTS
CLOTHBOUND, 11.25 X 11.25 INCHES, 104 PAGES, 83 DUOTONE PHOTOGRAPhERS
$49.95 (CAN $53.50)

BUCK SHOTS
PHOTOGRAPhERS BY PETER SUTHERLAND
TEXT BY LARRY NICK
"WITH AN ALMOST TOTAL ABSENCE OF HUMANS IN SUTHERLAND'S IMAGES, THE DEER HAVE INHERITED THE EARTH."—LAURENCE R. NICK
PHOTOGRAPhY/WOODLAND MAMMALS
PAPERBACK, 9.75 X 12 INCHES, 100 PAGES, 80 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPhERS
ISBN 978-1-56873-405-1
$29.95 (CAN $32.00)

COWBOY UP
PHOTOGRAPhERS AND PREACCH BY ARTHUR FRANK
"... ONE OF THE MOST ACCLAIMED PHOTOGRAPHERS OF THE WESTERN SPIRIT."—UNITED STATES SENATOR GRAM THOMAS, WYOMING
PHOTOGRAPhY/SPORTS/WILD WEST
HARDCOVER, 11.25 X 7.75 INCHES, 128 PAGES, 104 DUOTONE PHOTOGRAPhERS
ISBN 978-1-56873-208-1
$35.00 (CAN $37.50)

ENDURANCE: Down and Dirty Off-Road Racing
INTRODUCTION BY JIM O'NEAL
DESIGN BY EDDIE BURNHAM/ DESIGN BY ALEXANDER WOLF
"SOME OF THE PHOTOGRAPHERS WILL MAKE YOU LAUGH, AND OTHERS MIGHT MAKE YOU CRY FROM THEIR INTELLIGENT, WINDY, 266 PAGES.
EXTREME SPORTS/ENDURO
HARDCOVER, 12.25 X 8.125 INCHES, 176 PAGES, 206 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPhERS
$39.95 (CAN $42.95)

GHOSTPLAY
PHOTOGRAPhERS BY ERIC PARSON
EDITED BY MARK HOLBORN
"... IMAGES OF COMPETING, DREAMLIKE REALITY."—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
SPORTS/MEDIA STUDIES/PHOTOGRAPHY
HARDCOVER, 8.75 X 6.75 INCHES, 156 PAGES, 75 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPhERS
$6.99 (CAN $6.50)

GLADIATORS
PHOTOGRAPhERS BY ERIC PARSON
ESSAY BY MARK HOLBORN
"... PARSON CONTEMPLATES NOT JUST THE SPORT OF BASKETBALL, BUT THE LENS THROUGH WHICH WE VIEW IT."—AFFIRM
SPORTS/VIDEO GAMES
HARDCOVER, 10.5 X 8 INCHES, 128 PAGES, 94 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPhERS
$4.99 (CAN $5.50)

HOME AND AWAY
BY GERHARD STOCHL, PETER SUTHERLAND, AND KODI TRAVER
"NOT JUST AN DOCUMENTARY OF A SOCCER TOURNAMENT, BUT AN ATTEMPT AT TRANSMITTING, VISUALLY, THE INFLUENCE SOCCER CAN HAVE ON A PLACE AND ITS PEOPLE.
SPORTS/TRAFFIC/PHOTOGRAPHY
PAPERBACK, 8.5 X 9.5 INCHES, 60 PAGES, 42 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPhERS
ISBN 978-0-8166-7625-8
$12.95 (CAN $13.95)

OCTAGON™
PHOTOGRAPhERS BY KEVIN LYNCH
INTRODUCTION BY LORENZO FERRITTA
FOREWORD BY DAVE MAMET
ESSAY BY DAVE MAMET
"... OCTAGON™ IS THE ULTIMATE IN THE SPORTS/FASHION/MOTIVATED LEADERSHIP
HARDCOVER, 12.5 X 8.25 INCHES, 175 PAGES, 205 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPhERS
$23.95 (CAN $24.95)

PREP: The Spirit of a High School Football Team
PHOTOGRAPhERS BY ROBERT GEORGE
FOREWORD BY JOE PINERO
"THIS BOOK ENABLES US TO SEE THE GREAT GAME OF FOOTBALL, IN ALL ITS BEAUTY AND GLAMOUR, THROUGH THE EYES AND HEARTS OF THE DEDICATED PLAYERS AND COACHES OF SAINT PETERS Prep."—JOE PINERO
SPORTS/PHOTOGRAPHY/MOTIVATED LEADERSHIP
HARDCOVER, 12.5 X 8.25 INCHES, 175 PAGES, 205 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPhERS
$23.95 (CAN $24.95)

SHORT TRACK
BY JAY MENDOZ
"SHORT TRACK PUTS READERS IN THE PASSENGER'S SEAT FOR AN UP CLOSE RIDE-ALONG HOMOLOGY THE WORLD OF AMERICA'S MOST DANGEROUS, GREASE-STAINED, HIGH OCTANE, PRISTINE."—DONEY MAGAZINE
RACING/SPOtS/D.I.Y. AUTO
HARDCOVER, 12.25 X 9.25 INCHES, 112 PAGES, 75 DUOTONE PHOTOGRAPhERS
ISBN 978-1-56873-520-0
$36.00 (CAN $37.50)

SOLE PROVIDER: 30 Years of Nike Basketball
TEXT BY ROBERT "SCHOX" JACKSON
"PERUSING THE SHOES PHOTOS PICTURES, YOU'LL FEEL LIKE YOU'RE IN THE GAME, OR AT LEAST LOOKING AT PEOPLE WHO ARE IN THE GAME. THAT'S CLOSE ENOUGH FOR ME!"—SPORTS/P-DAYOUT FASHION
HARDCOVER, 9.25 X 8.75 INCHES, 256 PAGES INCLUDING ONE PAGE GATEFOLD, COLOR 1,000 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPhERS AND ILLUSTRATIONS
ISBN 978-1-56873-514-4
Please inquire for price and availability

SURFERS
PHOTOGRAPhERS BY PETER CARD
TEXT BY DAVE EUNKIN AND MAT WASH
PAPERBACK SOLD OUT
JUST A FEW DOZEN HARDCOVERS REMAIN AVAILABLE
PHOTOGRAPhY/SPORTS/WAVES
CLOTHBOUND, 11 X 14 INCHES, 144 PAGES, 106 DUOTONE AND 10 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPhERS
Please inquire for price and availability

THREAD BY PATRICK TRESZ
INTRODUCTION BY CHARLES WEGENBERG
FAINT BY ARN MANNERS
ESSAY BY CHRISTIAN SEAR
"WITH ARTISTIC VISION THAT JUDGES NATURE, AND MAN MADE ENVIRONMENTS, HIS PHOTOGRAPhERS CAPTURE THE LEAD UP, WIND DOWN AND FULL ON EXPERIENCES OF SURF SESSIONS AROUND THE GLOBE."—MUeE MAGAZINE
SURFING PHOTOGRAPHY
PAPERBACK, 10 X 10 INCHES, 128 PAGES, 122 FOUR-COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPhERS
ISBN 978-1-56873-606-4
$29.95 (CAN $32.00)

WINTER'S CHILDREN
BY JIM MANGAN
WITH ESSAYS BY PETER LINE AND PETER SUTHERLAND
SNOWBOARDING/ACTION SPORTS/MOUNTAIN SPORTS
HARDCOVER, 12.25 X 9.25 INCHES, 96 PAGES, 88 FULL COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPhERS
$29.95 (CAN $35.00)
NEW YORK

1000 ON 42ND STREET
Photographs by Neil Selkirk
Essay by Tibor and Mara Kalman
"In Selkirk's photo gallery, Times Square’s crossroads reputation is wondrously validated, and everywhere is a simmer—Is it true?"

Photography/New York
Paperback with extra-wide flaps, 7 x 9 inches, 320 pages, 1,000 four-color photographs
ISBN 978-1-56872-045-7 $35.00 (END $37.50)

A BEAUTIFUL CATASTROPHE
Photographs by Bruce Gillett
"New York is the only city in the world where you can get deliberately run down on the sidewalk by a pedestrian. —Russell Baker"

Photography/New York
Hardcover, 6 x 9.25 inches, 144 pages, 86 tritone photographs
ISBN 978-1-56872-238-3 $40.00 (END $42.95)

BACALATOS AND FIREWORKS
By Anielee Gottfried
Foreword by Bencio del Toro
Poem by Lois Jane Griffith

Photography/Novocian Life
Hardcover, 8 x 10.5 inches, 144 pages, over 80 four-color photographs
ISBN 978-1-56872-566-7 $39.95 (END $47.00)

BROOKLYN NAVY YARD
Photographs by John Bartlestone
"...the site's alleyways, cavernous dried docks and decrepit interiors..."
—The New York Times

Photography/Brooklyn Architecture/Photography
Hardcover, 12.25 x 9.75 inches, 112 pages, 81 duotone photographs
ISBN 978-1-56872-611-7 $60.00 (END $63.50)

THE BROOKLYNITES
Photographs by Seth Hugson
Text by Anthony Lasala
Foreword by Terence Winter
"...a compendium of intimate memories, local stories and portraits of Brooklynites shot at personally meaningful locations...New York Post"

New York City/Photography/Fugit/desabouit
Hardcover, 8 x 10 inches, 156 pages, 228 four-color photographs
ISBN 978-1-56872-599-4 $35.00 (END $37.50)

THE CITY
Photographs by Mitch Epstein
"...the city examines what normally escapes our attention...[Epstein's] subjects seem surreal...timeless..."—Green Sips

Photography
Clothbound, 12.25 x 9 inches, 112 pages, 64 four-color and 21 duotone photographs
ISBN 978-1-56872-701-0 $60.00 (END $63.50)

CONCRETE JUNGLE!
A Pop Media Investigation of Death and Survival in Urban Ecologies
Edited by Mark Don and Alexs Rockman
"Concrete Jungle Looks Cool Like a High School Science Text But...the Content is Disturbing—Artrium"

Ecology/Cultural Studies/Art
Paperback, 7 x 9 inches, 224 pages, over 200 color drawings and halftone photographs
ISBN 978-0-985192-16-5 $24.95 (END $28.95)

CROSSTOWN
Photographs by Helen Levitt
Introduction by Franck Prose
"...this finely produced book, which amounts to a retrospective of her career, is a landmark event..."—The New York Times Book Review
"Best Photography Books of 2001!"

Photography/New York
Clothbound, 10 x 11.5 inches, 132 pages, 44 four-color and 131 tritone photographs
ISBN 978-1-56872-103-4 Please inquire for price and availability

THE DESTRUCTION OF LOWER MANHATTAN
Photographs and Text by Danny Lyon
Back in Print After 30 Years!

Architecture/New York/Photography
Clothbound, 9.5 x 10.75 inches, 160 pages, 83 tritone photographs
ISBN 978-1-56872-323-1 $50.00 (END $53.50)

THE FOURTEEN: The Times Square Photographs of Bill Burton
Edited by Beatriz and Hilton Aerial Ruz, Introduction by Carlo McCormick

80s New York/Red Light Vice/HiP Hop Style
Hardcover, 10.25 x 10.25 inches, 128 pages, over 250 four-color photographs
ISBN 978-1-56872-678-0 $29.95 (END $35.00)

HELEN LEVITT
Photographs by Helen Levitt
Text by Walter Evans
"If ever anyone was born to be a photographer, Helen Levitt was..."—The New York Times

Photography/New York City
Clothbound, 12.25 x 12.75 inches, 168 pages, 74 tritone and 80 four-color photographs
ISBN 978-1-56872-428-5 $60.00 (END $64.00)

HELLVUA TOWN: New York City in the 1940s and 50s
Photographs and Text by Vivian Cherry
Text by Barbara Head Mullenstein
"...a body of work done over a half a century by a gifted artist..."—Barbara Head Mullenstein

New York City/History/Photography
Hardcover, 8.5 x 11.25 inches, 196 pages, 80 duotone photographs
ISBN 978-1-56872-404-2 $40.00 (END $42.95)

HERE AND THERE
Photographs by Helen Levitt
Foreword by Adam Gopnik
"...the queen of the candid street photograph shot here and there from Harlem to the Lower East Side..."—Marilyn Fish

Photography/New York
Clothbound, 8.9 x 8.5 inches, 120 pages, 130 tritone photographs
ISBN 978-1-56872-165-2 $50.00 (END $53.50)

JACKPOT
Photographs by Kevin Landers

In Bks Book

NEW YORK COMES BACK: The Mayoralty of Edward I. Koch
Edited by Michael Goodwin
Foreword by Susan Hendrix Horn
Foreword by Howard Lincoln, Assistant Mayor for Economic Development and Small Business 10th anniversary with the Museum of the City of New York
"A mood clipper of New York..."—The New York Times

Biography/Politics/New York
Paperback with flaps, 8 x 10 inches, 128 pages, over 100 four-color and black-and-white photographs

NEW YORK MALAD: The Mosques of New York
Photographs by Ennio Granda
Text by Zrubel/J. D. Donders
"Granda's penetrating photographs and Donders insightful commentaries reveal the range of the city's Islamic houses of worship and their ethnic configurations..."—The New York Times

Islamic Studies/Architecture/Photography
Hardcover, 10.5 x 11.25 inches, 120 pages, 131 duotone photographs
ISBN 978-1-56872-139-7 $3.99 (END $4.50)

NEW YORK I NEW YORK
Photographs by Barry Benson
Text by Hilary Gerrey Ross
Introduction by J. V. McNally

New York/Society/Celebrity
Hardcover, 11 x 8.25 inches, 320 pages, over 250 four-color and duotone photographs
ISBN 978-1-56872-585-9 $85.00 (END $97.00)
NEW YORK SEPTEMBER 11: By Magnum Photographers
INTRODUCTION BY DAVID HALBERSTAM
"THE HEROINES BLOGGY-LIKE ATMOSPHERE OF THE IMAGES IS COMPLEMENTED
BY HIGH-QUALITY PRINTING AND DESIGN."
—THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW, "BEST PHOTOGRAPHY BOOKS OF 2001"
PHOTOGRAPHY/SEPTEMBER 11
HARDCOVER, 9.25 X 12.75 INCHES, 159 PAGES, 76 COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-5-7687-9364-0 $29.95 (CAN $32.00)

NEW YORK STATE OF MIND
PHOTOGRAPHS BY MARTHA COOPER
"...EXQUISITE AND ECLECTIC PORTraits OF NEW YORK CITY IN 1975..."
—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
PHOTOGRAPHy/NEW YORK CITY/1975
HARDCOVER, 9.25 X 9 INCHES, 90 PAGES, 80 DUOTONE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-5-7687-408-0 $29.95 (CAN $32.00)

NEW YORK’S BRAVEST:
Eight Decades of Photographs from the Daily News
EDITED BY SHAWN O’SULLIVAN, ESSAYS BY FRANCINE O’SHAUGHNESSY
"IF NEWSPAPER PHOTOGRAPHY IS THE DAILY VITAL HISTORY OF THE HUMAN DRAAMA,
THIS IS AN EPIC..."—AMERICAN PHOYOGRAPHER
PHOTOGRAPHY/HISTORY/FIREMEN/NEW YORK
HARDCOVER, 8.75 X 11.25 INCHES, 158 PAGES, 139 COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS

NEW YORKERS: As Seen by Magnum Photographers
EDITED WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY MAX KIDZOFF
BEST PHOTO BOOK OF 2003, PHOTO DISTRICT NEWS
PHOTOGRAPHY/NEW YORK
HARDCOVER, 10.75 X 10.25 INCHES, 176 PAGES, 143 DUOTONE AND 42 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-5-7687-1650 $46.00 (CAN $48.00)

ON THREE PILLARS: Torah, Work, and the Practice of Living Kindness, The Synagogues of Brooklyn
PHOTOGRAPhERS BY THOMAS ROMA, ESSAY BY PHILLIP LOFE
"ROMA HAS ONCE AGAIN FOUND A WAY TO CONVEY THE PERseSTANCE OF THE HOLY IN
THE EVERYDAY..."—PHILLIP LOFE
PHOTOGRAPHy/JUDAICA/BROOKLYN
CLOTHBOUND, 12.25 X 14.76 INCHES, 136 PAGES, 112 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-5-7687-413-4 $60.00 (CAN $64.00)

Hiphop/Trends
HARDCOVER, 7.25 X 9.76 INCHES, 128 PAGES, 80 FOUR-COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-5-7687-550-9 $35.00 (CAN $37.50)

BACK IN THE DAYS
INTRODUCTION AND INTERVIEW BY TAB 5 FREDDY ESSAY BY ERNE PAMICCO
"BACK IN THE DAYS IS A LANDMARK PHOTO BOOK, ALL THE MORE DISARMING FOR ITS
UNPRETENTIOUSNESS..."—VIBE, HOT 100 ISSUE
PHOTOGRAPHY/GRAFFITI STYLE
HARDCOVER, 7.25 X 9.75 INCHES, 128 PAGES, 96 FOUR-COLOR AND 14 BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS

BACK IN THE DAYS: Remix
INTRODUCTION BY TAB 5 FREDDY ESSAY BY CARLTON LUISER, PHD. INTERVIEW BY JEFF CHANG
"BACK IN THE DAYS IS A LANDMARK PHOTO BOOK, ALL THE MORE DISARMING FOR ITS
UNPRETENTIOUSNESS..."—VIBE, HOT 100 ISSUE
PHOTOGRAPHY/HIP HOP/FASHION
HARDCOVER, 7.25 X 9.78 INCHES, 132 PAGES, OVER 80 FOUR-COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-5-7687-506-5 $35.00 (CAN $37.50)

BROOKLYN KINGS: New York City’s Black Elites
PHOTOGRAPhERS BY MARLEN EXIN, ESSAY AND INTERVIEW BY GREG TATE
"BROOKLYN KINGS IS A BOOK THAT TACKLES A COMPLEX HISTORY WITH A SENSITIVE
HAND..."—THE SOURCE
PHOTOGRAPHY/MEMORIES/URBAN CULTURE
HARDCOVER, 10.25 X 10.25 INCHES, 128 PAGES, 120 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS AND ARTWORKS
ISBN 978-5-7687-674-7 $35.00 (CAN $37.50)

BONY SHELL: The Life and Crimes of Clive Money
PHOTOGRAPhERS BY CLAY MONEY, TEXTS BY MITTY ASHLEY, MARTHA COOPER, ROGER GAMBINO, SACHA JENKINS, MARPOL, MIYMI KIYI, AND DAVE KIYI
"BONY SHELL IS A MISERABLE BOOK, BUT IT IS A BEAUTIFUL MISERABLE BOOK..."—MARLENE CLARE
GRAFFITI/Street Style/Fashion
HARDCOVER, 10.25 X 10.25 INCHES, 128 PAGES, 120 FOUR-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS AND ARTWORKS
ISBN 978-5-7687-642-8 $50.00 (CAN $53.50)

NEW YORK URBAN
HARDCOVER, 6.61 X 8.25 INCHES, 112 PAGES, 76 DUOTONE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-5-7687-953-2 $12.00 (CAN $13.50)

TIME FRAMES: City Pictures
PHOTOGRAPhERS BY MICHAEL SAINO, INTRODUCTION BY SUSAN KOSMARC
HARDCOVER, 6.61 X 8.25 INCHES, 112 PAGES, 76 DUOTONE PHOTOGRAPHS
ISBN 978-5-7687-953-2 $12.00 (CAN $13.50)
### MEMOIR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MEMOR; YOUNG ADULT/TEEN PREGNANCY</td>
<td>powerHouse Books</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-57687-360-0</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMOR; ART HISTORY/SAY DALLIANCES</td>
<td>powerHouse Books</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-57687-360-0 (PAPERBACK)</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEAR DIARY</td>
<td>powerHouse Books</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-57687-282-8</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIKE A THIEF'S DREAM</td>
<td>powerHouse Books</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-57687-389-7</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKINEMA</td>
<td>powerHouse Books</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-57687-324-6</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### pH KIDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BABY CAT NICKY 1 2 3 WORDS AND PICTURES BY CAROL FREEDMAN</td>
<td>powerHouse Books</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-57687-273-4</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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